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Abstraet

   A series of GeV proton induced target multifragmentatioR experiments has been performed at
KEK-PS. The first experiment E337 has been carried out with a 12-GeV proton bean} using four
targets (gold, thulium, samarium, and siiver). The second experiment E393 has been performed
with a 8-GeV proton beam using three targets (gold, samarium, arid silver). Intermediate mass
fragments (IMFs; 3S Z S 25) have been detected with a 37-channel Bragg-Curve Counter array
and their kinetic energy and charge have been determined. Liehium and beryllium fragrneRts
have been successfully separated according to their mass differeRce. Dependence on emission
angle, target mass and IMF-multiplicity has been studied for the energy spectra. All the energy
spectra are well described with "deformed moving source model". The fragment ernission-angle
dependence of the nuclear ternperature and free nucleon deRsity has been measured for the first
time using yieid ratios of the iithium and beryllium isotopes. "U-Shaped" angular distributions
have been observed for both the temperature and free nucleon density. This fact suggests that
their distributions in the emission source of IMFs should not be uniform. The existence of such
non-uniformity could be the origin of the sideward-yield enhancement of the IMF production
observed in GeV-energy proton-induced target multifragmentatioR reactions.

1 Introduction

    Nuclear reaction dynainics is now well understood in Iow energy regien. Collective model and
shell model were crowned with success to describe properties of nuclei at low-excitation energies. In
spite of close studies, most of research on the low energy nuclear reactions fail to grasp the property of

nuclear matter in a wide phase space mainly because oftheir small energy eransfer. In order to develop
rr}aterial science of nuclear matter, higher energy nuclear experiments are indispensable. There had
been, however, little attention on the nuclear reaction dynamics in high energy experiments. In the
last few decades, numerous attempts have been made to study high energy nuclear reactions. Hadron
properties in nuclear matter attract a consideTab}e attention, which are suggested by QCD. studies
in high energy physics. Confirmation of QGP is one of the hottest subjects in both high energy
nuclear and particle physics. In the liquid-gas phase transition in water, crltica} opalescence signals

the universal physics uRique to the vicinity of the critlcal point. The QGP signatures can play an
analogous roie in QCD. In addition, first order liquid-gas phase tTansition of nuclear matter has been
an interesting subject ofstudy for a }ong time. The studies of nuc}ear liquid-gas phase transition and

QGP phase transit}on have same structure on the meanings of structuralism in phl}osophy.

* Present address: The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research ,Wako 351-O198, Japan



2 Nuclear Calorimetry on GeV Proton

   Knowledge of co}lision dynamics is indispensable for studying the nuclear matter experimenta}ly.

It is because nuclear co}lision is the only method for depositing a signific'aRt amount of energy to

a nuc}ear system. Nuclear multifragmentation is one of the important subjects in studying hot
nuclei, which has a main purpose of studying nucleaT matter property and colllsion dynamics at the
excitation energy of rvlO MeVlnuc}eon.

1.1 NuclearMultifragmentation

   Experimental studies on the nuclear reactions with high energy heavy ion beams were started in
1970's at Bevalac [1] with beam energies of AJ leO MeVlu to rv GeVlu. One of the main interests
was the observation of limiting fragmentation in rr rapidity region where rs are emitted from A or
N*. Limiting fragmentation phenomena had been observed at Fermi-motion energies (beam energy
of 5e rv 100 MeVlu) as a saturation of excitation energy in target. Numerous studies on the recoil
properties of deep spallation and fission processes were atternpted [2][3114][5]. After these attempts,

clear limiting fragmentation at about proton beam energy of IO GeV was reported as shown in Fig.1
[6] for the proton induced reaction.

   Most of the experimental data could be understood by using a participant-spectator model. The
fragments which are observed in projectile rapidity region are cailed as projectile fragments. On
the other hand, those observed in the target rapidity region are cal}ed as target fragments. Both
of them are originated from the spectator region. The participant region is considered to generate
a fireball [7118]. Studying the energy spectra of emitted particles, existence of another high eneTgy

cemponent in addition to the fireball and the spectator was reported, which is referred as spectator
fireball generated in the spectator region [9][10].

   Because incident particles in these experiments have a }arge velocities, effect of incompressibi}ity

of nuelear matter could be examined. In particu}atr, possible formation of the nuc}ear shock wave
[11][12] attracts a great interest. In heavy-ion collision experiments, eollectlve fiow phenomena have
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Figure 1: Observed Iimiting fragmentation.
   Reported by Pori}e et al.[6] in 1989.
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   Figure 2: Power law mass spectra.
Reported by A.S. Hirsh et al.[18] in 1984.

been observed [131, which might be associated with the sideward splash [14]. The collective flow was

theoretically exp!ained by VUU (Viasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck) equation I151. Fhom those phenomena,

the incompressibility of nuclear matter can be studied [i61.

   Once the excitation energy is above region over the nuclear binding energy, spectator matter
can be assumed to decay into many fragments within very small time scale of about tv 10fm/e.
This phenomenon is cailed as multifragmentation. Searching the appearance of multifragmentation
phenomena ieself is an ineeresting subject in both experimental and theoretical studies.

   The experiments on ehe multifragmentation have provoked a great deal of controversy. It is
because the multifragmentation phenomena can be associated with nucleay iiquid-gas phase tran-
sitioit of the nuclear matter. Porile et al. [17][181[6] have thrown new light on the subject. As

sliown in Fig.2, they showed that the fragment mass spectra in 80-350 GeV/c proton ind"ced target
multifragmentation reaction cottld be explained by power law mass distribution.

Yield o([ x47' (l)

Here Af is the fragment mass aRd T is power law index. This mass distribution is just same as that
of cluster size distribution in vapor condensation. Similarly, the observed fragment mass spectra of
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the multifragmentation reaÅítion can, therefore, be considered to be a signal of condensed nuclear gas
(nuclear fog).

   For probing nuclear liquid-gas phase transition, considerable efforts were made to study multi-
fragmentation phenomena. Existence of multifragmentation reactions is stili not wel} confirmed [19].
In the multifragmentation, intermediate mass fragrnents (IMFs) p}ay a key role. The definition of
IMF is that the fragment charge ZIMF is greater than 2 and smaller than tv 113 of the system size;
i.e. these fragments are lager than typica! evaporated iight particies and smaller than evaporation

residues or fission products. Therefore, considering the nuclear vapor condensation in }iquid-gas
phase transition, IMFs can be treated as the nuclear fog.

   First multifragmentation experiments were performed with emulsions [20][211. As shown in Fig.3,
violent disintegration of nuclei was observed. To overcome the diesculty on fragment charge identi-

fication using emulsions, high charge resolution experiments were performed wlth plastic detectors
[22j[231. However, the results did not have complete fragment momentum informations.

   In order to get information of the energies of IMFs, large solid aRg}e detectors were built in the
early eighties [241. These studies contributed to confirm the fireball and the target spectator. High

resolution tracking devices were buile at the Bevalac (EOS [25]) and SIS of GSI (ALADIN [26]).
Their devices were aiming to detect projectile fragments. On the other hand, low thresho}d detectors
of new generation were developed at MSU (MINIBALL l271), at GANIL(INDRA [28]), at IRdiana
University (ISiS [291), at JINR (FASA [3el), and at KEK (present work) in mid nineties. The latter

devices were developed for studying light ion induced reactions. ISiS, FASA, and out device are
aiming to detect IMFs in GeV-proton induced target mttltifragmentation reactions.

   Heavy ion induced multifragrnentation studies have advantages for collecting a}1 the emitted
particles by using a reversed kinematics. Many observable caR be determined as correlation data in
these experiments (ALADIN and EOS). Such correlation resu}ts have a lot of information about the
property of the expanding nuclear matter [261. However, it is diMcult to distinguish the origin of

the produced fragments. The light particle induced experiments can select only the target rapidity
region. In this case, origin of the detected fyagments caR be limited to the target spectator as shown

in Fig.4. Therefore, the light ion induced reaction experiments have more clean kinematics than
heavy ion induced experiments. On the other hand, the collection of the emiked partic}es needs
large solid angle detector setups. For this reason, most of the devices used in the light ion induced

experiments are 4ft detectors.

   ISiS is a }ow thresho}d charged particle detector, which conslsts of I62 triple-elements detector
telescopes mounted in a spherical geometry, covering 74% of 4n iR solid angle. Telescope elements are

composed of gas ionization chamber and passivated silicon detector and tl}ick Csl(Tl) scintiliation
crystal. Firagment charge up to ZN16 can be identified and isotopes are a}so distinguished for H, He,

Li and Be fragments. Its main features is the wide energy dynamic range cornparing to our detector
at the KEK, owing to the thick scintillation counters. ISiS is a 4r detector with large acceptance,

high energy resolution and large detection eficieney. However, sclntillation counters have a sensitivity

even for beam halo, which always causes a big prob}em in primary beam lines. Bragg Curve Counters
(BCCs) used in the KEK exper5ments are lnsensitjve to the beam halo, because it is essentially gas
ionization chambers. ISiS has been used at IUCF, Satune II, AGS, and at LEAR using proton, 3He,
anti-proton and T beams of various energies over GeV.

   FASA is a fragment multiplicity detector installed at JINR synchrophasotron, censisting of55 scin-
til}ation counters made of thin Csl(Tl) films, five time-of-fiight telescopes and a large-area position-

sensitive parallel-plate ava}anche chamber. Most ofthe acceptance is covered by multiplicity counters,

therefore, fragment informations are obtained by the five teJescopes. [Iihis detectoT is suitable to de-

eect event multiplicity. On the other hand, each of BCC used in the KEK experirnents can detect
fragment charges and energies, Åíherefore, they can be used in fragment correlation studies in spite of

the reiatively small solid angle coverage (20% of 4T).
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  Figure 3: Central collision events found in emulsion.
Reported in the first multifragmentation experiment [20].
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Figure 4 : Schematic view of a proton induced multifragmentation reaetion

1.2 Phase Diagram of Nuclear Matter

   Owing to the high energy beam accelerators, it is now possible to study properties of nuclear
matter in a wide phase space. Determining the phase diagram and the equation of states of nuclear
matter may be the ultimate objective of nuclear physics. The interest is similar to the material science.

Rich structure of the nuclear phase diagram have been predicted by many theorists [31][32][33].

   One of the primary motivations to study the nuclear phase diagram is a creation of the pre-
hadronic phase of the early universe or the core of neutron stars [34]. Appearance of QGP is the
most spectacular example of a nuclear phase transition. The structure of nuclear phase diagram is
determined by properties of the nuclear interactions [35][33]. An example ofpredicted nuclear phase

diagram is shown in Fig.5.

   The idea of the nuclear liquid-gas phase transition was inspired by the Van der Waals behavior
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Flgure 5 : Example of the predicted nuclear phase diagram and the caloric curve of H20.

of the nucleoR-nucieon force l36][371[38][391. They claimed the critical poiRt of the Iiquid-gas phase

transition shou}d be located at a critical temperature of about 15 - 20 MeV aBd a critical nuclear
matter density of about 113 - !12 pe (normal nuc}ear matter density).

   One of the experimental probes for searching the liquid-gas phase transition is the power law
index foy the mass spectra mentioned before. According to a percolation'theory, the fragment size
distribution at the critical point should follow a simple power law, in case of the second order
phase transition [40]. For many universality classes, the critical exponent r (power law index)
should lie between 2 to 3. In fact, the experimenta} observation of the power law mass spectra
reported the criticai exponent around the value [41j[18i. A lot ofthe studies on the nuciear criticality

had been made both experimentally and theoretically [421[43][44][45][46][47j[481[61. After studying

the inclusive mass spectra, critical point exponents have been studied on exclusive experiments
[49][50][511[52][53][54]l55][56][571. EOS col}aboration has reported the critica} point exponents from
the charge correlations measured for the i97Au on C reaction at 1 GeV/u [25][58][59]. Extracted
resu}ts are significantly different from the results of the percolation or mean-field theory [25]. As the

result, despite enormous efforts, the attempts to deduce crltical parameters remained elusive [601[61].

   Nuc}ear calorimetry is another approach to exp}ore the nuclear liquid-gas phase transition. Nu-
clear caloric curve is predicted to be slmilar as that of H2e (Fig.5). However, there are diMculties to

extract the reliable caloric curve caused by the finite size of the colliding system l62][631. Moreover,

since no exterRal field can be app}ied in the laboratory, the expansion may occur prior to the disas-
sembly [64]. In spite of above diMculties, possibility of probing the caloric curves on small cluster
system has been studied [65]I66][67]. They predicted ehat nuclear eolllding systems may also exhibit

suficiently clear signatures for the phase transition.

   In their pieneering work, Bethe [68] and Weisskopf [69] introduced the concept ofa nttc}ear temper-

ature in 1937. Determ}nation of the nuclear temperature is indispensab}e for the nuclear calorimetry

[7el. Inverse slope parameters of the kinetic energy distriblitioRs of the emitted particles have been

widely used. In intermediate and relativistic energy collision reactions, these energy spectra suffer
from some dyRamical effects [711[72]l73]l74], and Fermi motion[751. Most direct way to rneasure the
nuc}ear eemperature is to use relative population ratios of excited states [76][74][77][78][79][80][81].

This method ls insensitive to the dynamlcal effects, but, those experiments require demanding co-
incidence measurements of the decay products. It is experimentally hard to achleve high energy
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Figure 6: Nuclear caloric curve reported by J. Pochodzalla et al. in 1995.
     Isotope temperature TH,Li was used for the thermometer [89].

resolution and suMcient detection eMciency to obtain the reiative population ratios of excited states.

A method using relative-population abundance of the produced isotopes is called isotepe temperature
[82][83][84][85][86][87]. The isotope temperature can be extracted from single particle yields. All the

attempts ever tried were using a double yield ratio technique for the extraction of the isotope tem-

peratures. This technique has beep widely used, but, available combinations of the double isotope
ratios are strongly restricted. More geReral formalism for extracting isotope temperature is dSscussed

in this paper (Sec.5). In spite of the experimental simplicity, the isotope temperature method is
sensitive to the secondary deeays of unstable nuclei. A simpie correction method for the sequential
decay was introduced by M.B. Tsang et al. In i997 l88]. They suggested that the sequentla} decay
effects can be corrected by a correction of the double ratio. A modified technique on the direct yield

correction is also lntroduced in th}s paper (Sec.5).

   Using the isotope temperature, the fust experimental determimation of the nuclear ca}oric curve
was reported in 1995 [89]. In Fig.6, isotope temperatures ebtained by the double yield ratios of
He and Li isotopes (TH,Li) were piotted as a function of the total excitation energy per nucleon
(<E>1<A>). The rising curve in the low excitation energy reglon below 2MeV is compatible with the
low-temperature approximation ofa iiquid fermionic system. The plateau region for T == 4.5 - 5 MeV
may be related to the constant temperature in the Iiquid-gas mixed phase. Beyond a tota} excitation

energy of 10 MeV per nucleon, a steady rise is seen, which may be associated with the appearaRce of
the nuclear gas phase. This caiorlc curve figure is very striklng, however, the ineerpretation of this
result has been the subject of controversy [90][581[911[92][93][94] [95][96]. Centra} issue is the problems

of the thermometer and time evolution of the coliision. Similar attempts have been tried to re-confirrn
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the caloric curve using excited state popu}ation ratios, however, most of them under estimate the
temperatures at high excitation energies where rising line is expected. Moreover, the temperature
rising is confirmed at the high excitation energy region but no plateail are observed in the results

of INDRA [97]. It was pointed out that there might be some problem in the assumption for the
isotope temperature because the co}}idiRg system has a finite size. Understanding the meanings of
the observed isotope temperatures in nuclear col}isions have been attempted theoretically l98]. Frreeze

out temperature of the probe fragments and maximum achieved temperature in the col}ision can not
be treated as the same one. Fyamework of Quantum Mo}ecular DyRamics (QMD) [99] has advantages
on the treatment of the fragmentation process. Great progress on interpretation of the experimental

resu}ts of nuclear calorlmetry have been made by the QMD studies. However, QMD cannot be applied
for the inteTmediate energy nucleaT colliding systems. The main theoretical diMculty lays on the large

energy scale difference between the collision dynari}ics ( GeV ) and fragmentation process ( MeV ).

Although a large number of studies have been made, there is }ittle consensus of the interpretation
for the caloric curve as a signal of the nuclear Iiquid-gas phase transition.

   In order to study the nuc}ear ca}orimetry, dyRamical effects and thermal effects shollld be sepa-
rated from each others. Light particle induced reactions have the advantage of the c}ear kinematics

for studying the collision dynamics. In the next section, topics on the collision dynamics on this
field is introduced. Al} attempts for the confirmation of the caloric curve is made by the heavy
ion induced experiments. A similar work on the light projectile induced reactions is required. The
present study provides the first experimental results of probing nuc}ear calorimetry as a function of

fragrnent emission ang}es in pyoton indttced reactions.

1.3 Sideward IMF Yield Enhancement

   Particle emission from a thermally equilibrated source should be isotropic. The resultant energy

spectra can be described by therma} energy distribution with Coulomb energy shifts. Most of the
experimental resu}ts of multi-partlcle production have been explained by this idea. This idea is based

on the assumption of thermal equilibrated source which has spheric-symmetrical geomeery.

   Sideward peaking of the fragment emission in proton induced reaction was first observed in 1975
with 28 GeV protons on U and Au reactions at AGS [100]. Because ofthe peak angle towards 700, the
sideward peaking was considered to be an evidence for the generatioR of nuclear shock waves. Radio-

chemical experiments were attempted to study beam energy dependences of the sideward peaking
phenomena in a wide energy range from a few GeV to 40e GeV [101][I02][I03][104]ll051. In addition
to the interest of the second limiting fragmentation at T rapidity region where rs are emitted by A
and N', drastic change of the angular distribution from usual forward peaking at proton beam energy
of 3.0 GeV to the sideward peaking at 11.5 GeV was found (Fig.7). Akhough a lot of studies have
been made on this subject, Iittle was known about the sidewayd peaking because fragment energies

were not measured in the radio chemical experiments.

   Owing to the improvement of the counter techniques, exclusive counter experiments became
possible. 12 GeV proton induced reactions were studied at KEK-PS from 1993 and the sideward
peaking around 700 was observed (KEK-PS E288, see next section). The present results are written
in Sec.4 and Sec.7.

   Simi}ar results of the sideward peaking have been reported by Indiana University group using ISiS

at AGS [I06]. As shown in Fig.8, in the case of5.0GeVlc T- and 10.0, 12.8, 14.6 GeVlc proton beams
the sideward peaking was found for over 10 GeV/c. Reported sideward peakings were obtained on
the condition of IMF-multiplicity 2 4. Low IMF-multiplicity events showed forward peaking angular
distributions which are similar to that of the results of low-beam energy experimeRts. The IMF-
multiplicity dependence on the aRgular distribution is shown in the right-side frame of Fig.8. The
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     Figure 7: Beam energy dependence of angular distribution.
Drastic change from forward peaking to sideward peaking can be found.
        It was reported by Fortney and Porile ln 1980 [17].

observed beam energy dependence is striking, however, the forward peaking observed for }ow IMF-
multiplicity events ls inconsisteRt with the previous results of inclusive studies shown in Fig.7 and

also with the inelusive resuks of the KEK-PS E288 experiment. The close study on the fragment
energy spectra in the KEK experiment is required, where the s!deward peaking has been found even
for inciusive events.

   Theorists have struggled to explain the sideward peaking phenomena. One of Relativistic Quan-
tum Molecular Dynamics (RQMD), whieh is rnainly developed by T. Maruyama [107], have beeR tried
to explain the sideward peaking with "nuelear donues" formation. Probability of the toroidal-shaped
nuclear matter !n a heavy ion coliision was pointed out by many theoretical studies [108]ll09]PIO].

Similarly, toToidal shaped matter formation in water droplets collision is also reported in [lll]. In

addition, time evo!utioB of the expanding nuclear matter can be examined using the same formal-
ism. In spite of the great theoretical lmprovement, quantltative explanation of the fragmentation
phenomena have not been succeeded. Accurate experimental data with suracient statics is required
for the progress of theoretical study on high energy nuclear dyRamics.
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1.4 KEK-PS Target Multifragmentation Experiments

   First target multifragmentation experiment using 12 GeV proton beam at KEK-PS (E288) was
performed in 1993 using Bragg Curve Counters (BCCs) [i!2][113][114]. As shown in Fig.9, fragment

yield enhancement around 700 was observed for the inclusive data. Anguiar distribution of IMFs
which were coincident with one extra !MF emitted toward 9eO in opposite hemisphere showed strong
700 peaking comparing to that of inclusive data.

   The coincidence requirement is considered to be high IMF-multiplicity selection, which can be
rough}y treated as a centrality selection l!I5]. From this poiRt of view, the enhancement of the
sideward peaking in the coincidence events of E288 seemed to be associated with the central col}ision.

The correlation between particle multipiicity and centrality of the coilision has been wideiy accepted

in the heavy ion collisions. The IMF-multiplicity has been treated as a measure of impact parameters
because of the results of [115]. IMF-multiplicity dependence of fragment energy spectra, isotope
temperature, and free nucleon density are discussed in the later sections.

   The possible origin of the sideward peaking phenoinena was considered as the formation of neclear

shock wave or toroidal-shaped nuclear matter. In order to make an exteRsive study on the IMF-
multiplicity dependence, a new experimental setup with a iarge acceptance which can measure the
IMF-multiplicity was constructed.

   Using the 37ch-BCC array which had almost 20% of 4T aceeptance, a new experiment using the
12 GeV proton beam with four targetS (gold, thulium, samarium, silver) was performed in 1996
(KEI<-PS E337) [116] [ll7][118][ll9]. The large acceptance was required for the IMF--multiplicity
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                  Figure 9: Observed sideward peaking in E288.
Upper figure shows the inclusive data and lower figure shows the coincidence data ll12].

determination. A}Khe counters can detect fragment charge and energy for particle correlation stud-
ies. The main interest was the aRgular dependence of fragment emission, therefore, high resolution
fragment detector array was required, which have higher prioTity than 4T multiplicity counters. Most

of the previous studies on GeV proton induced reactions had attention on}y !n the beam energy de-
pendence than target dependence. However, the target mass dependence is concerned in E337. 0n
the requirement for a systematic unders#anding of the sideward peaking, four targets were selected,

which can be made as thin foils. For the purposes on probing the nuclear matter properties, target
mass region was determined to have suMcient source size. Present paper describe the E337 experi-
ment aRd the Tesults of the data analysis. The experimental setup is introdttced in Sec.2. As wriÅíten

in Sec.4, the E337 found that, there is small IMF-multiplicity dependence on the sideward peaking.
The enhancement of the sideward peaking observed in the coincident data of E288 was understeod as
an observation ofstrong back-to--back inplane correlations between two IMFs [118] (Fig.IO). Detai}ed

studies on the shape of the energy spectra and isotope temperature analysis are introduced in this

paper.

   In order to study the beam energy dependences, an additional experiment was performed in 1997
(KEK-PS E393) using a 8GeV pyoton beam with three targets (go}d, samarittm, silver). The beam
energy of 8GeV was selected because the critical phenomena were reported around Ep==IOGeV as
mentioned before. In addition, as showi} in Fig.11, obtained results on E337 by a nuclear temperature
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Au(p,NaJX-Two-IMF.Corretation

i  -
-2 2 Pi,(GeVlc)

i'ev,

Figure 10: Inplane two IMFs correlation. Invariant cross section of Na fragments with requirement
of one IMF detection towards the direction indicated by the arrows.

analysis indicated that the fragment source matter seemed to be just in hadron gas phase[117] ,
therefore, lower excitation data was needed to confirm the existence of liquid-gas mixed phase in the

same experimental setup and the same analyzing procedure. The results ofE393 is also the main part
of this paper together with the results of E337. Beam energy dependences of isotope temperature
and sideward peaking is discussed in later sections.

   Analysis of the KEK experiments are separated into energy spectra analysis, isotope temperature
analysis, and fragrnent correlation analysis. The present paper focuses on the results of isotope
temperature analysis. Overview of the analysis is written in the next Sec. Detailed discussion on the
energy spectra and particle correlations are presented in many master works (Y. Ohkuma [120], F.
Kosuge [121], Y. Shibata [122], R. Kubohara [123], and Y.J. Tanaka[124]).

1.5 OverviewofAnalysis

   Determining energy spectra of the fragments is the starting point for most of the analysis. Data
analysis for identifying the charge andlor mass of the light fragments is introduced in Sec.3. Standard

off-line analysis procedures for the experiment using BCC are written. Resultant energy spectra are

discussed in Sec.4. Several models based on thermal moving source are studied. The sideward yield
enhancement cannot be explained with a simple moving source model. We found only one model
called `Cdeformed moving source model" can well reproduce all the energy spectra. The interpretation
of the results of the model analysis is discussed in Sec.4 and Sec.7.

   Probing nuc}ear temperature is one of the main subjects of this paper. Several methods are
discussed and results ofone method called isotope temperature on E337 and E393 data are introduced
in Sec.5. The interpretation of the isotope temperature is discussed in Sec.7.

   As introduced in Sec.5, not only nuclear temperature but also nuc}ear densities can be obtained
by isotope yield ratios. The procedure and experimental results are written in Sec.6.

   Obtained results of the fragment energy spectra, nuclear temperature, and nuclear densities have
information about the collision dynamics and the nuclear matter properties. For studying the collid-
ing system, it is impossible to separate information of the dynamics and matter properties. Consid-

ering the geometrical condition and time evolution of the collision, obtained tesults are interpreted as

a signal of expanding nuclear matter system around the critical point of liquid-gas phase transition.

It is discussed in Sec.7.

   The fragment emission angle dependence of the temperature and densities have been observed for

the first time. The origin of the non-uniform fragment ernission can be understood by the present
work. In addition, the nuclear liquid-gas phase transition is extensively examined in the present
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results of caloric curve obtained in E337. 0btained points are seemed to be

study. The resu}ts are discussed in Sec.7.

2 ExperimentalSetup

    A series of GeV pyoton indttced target multifragmentation experlments have been performed at
KEK-PS. The first experiment E337 has been performed with l2GeV proton beara using four targets
(goid, thulium, samarium, silver). The second experiment E393 has been performed with 8GeV
proton beam esing #hree targets (goid, samarium, silver). Produced intermediate mass fragmellts
(IMFs; 3 g Z S 25) are detected by a 37-channel Bragg-Curve Counter array. Kinetlc energy and
charge numbers are determined for all the detected IMFs. In addition, mass separation for lithium
and beryl}lum fragments are perfoymed. Emission angle dependences, target mass dependences,
IMF-multiplicky dependences on the detected fragmeRt energy spectra can be studied using the
setup.

2.l BeamLine

   The first experiment KEK-PS E337 using 12GeV proton beam was performed at EPIB beam }ine
of KEK-PS North Counter Hall. EPIB line had been constructed just before running the experiment
E337. It was because another primary beam llne at East Counter Hall (Pl beam line) did not
have suMcient radSation shield for using high intensity primary beam. In addition, Pl beam Iine
had a problem that there were many beam line materials before coming to the experimental area.
The problem was beam halo productSon. rl['he EPiB beam line was new}y constructed to settie the
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problems. After finishing data taking of E337 at the EPIB line, the previous Pl beam line was
reconstructed in order to reward the request for such high intensity primary beam experiments. The
later experiment KEK-PS E393 using 8GeV proton beam was performed at the modified Pl beam
line at the KEK-PS East Counter Hall after moving all the experimental setup from EPIB line.

   Both of the experiment was running under double slow extraction mode of the accelerator. The
experiments had become possible owing to the success of the double extraction mode. The beam
profile was strongly depending on the accelerator condition. It was a big problem for reducing
beam halo. Huge background events were caused by the beam halo, which main component were
assumed to be neutron. To subtract the background events in off-line analysis, stable beam condition

was indispensable. In order to get proper background runs, event runs and background runs were
alternately taken within about five hours, in which time beam condition can be recognized as nearly
constant. For both of the experiments, beam intensities were monitored by a ion chamber [125].

2.1.1 KEK-PS EPIB Primary Beam Line
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Figure 12: Overview of the KEK-PS EPI Experimental Hall. EPIB Iine is sh own by an arrow.

   EPIB primary beam line was constructed at KEK-PS North Counter Hall for high intensity
primary beam experiments. In order to reduce the beam halo, extracted proton beam was transported
to the experimental area with a few windows which were indispensable to the vacuurn security. After

the construction of EPIB line at December 1995, test experiments were performed using the full
E337 experimental setup from December 1995 to March 1996. E337 data taking was started from
April 1996 and finished in June 1996. All the beam time was shared with another users in the East
Counter Hall on the double slow extraction mode.

2.1.2 KEK-PS PI Primary Beam Line

   The second experirnent E393 has been performed at Pl line in KEK-PS East Counter Hall
after moving all the experimental setup. Beam line reconstruction for improve the beam quality
and intensity was completed in September 1997. E393 data taking was started at October 1997 and
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BeamEnergy 12GeV
BeamIntensity@MainRing N4Å~10particles/spill

BeamIntensity@EPIB A.3Å~10particles/spill
Spill 2.0sec

Repetition 4.0sec

Table 1: Beamconditions for E337 at EPIB 1 ine.

BeamEnergy 8GeV
BeamIntensity@MainRing rv3Å~10particleslspill

BeamIntensity@Pl tv3Å~10particles/spill
Spill O.5sec

Repetition 2.6sec

Table 2: Beam conditions for E393 at Pl line.

finished in December 1997. As same as in E337, all the beam time was shared with another users at
North Counter Hall on the double slow extraction mode.
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Fig ure 13 : Overview of the KEK-PS EP2 Experimental Hall. Pl line is shown by an arrow.

2.2 Targets

   Gold, thulium, samarium, and silver targets were used in E337 and Gold, samarium, and silver
targets were used in E393. Gold and silver targets were made of very thin selfsupport foils. Thulium

and samarium targets were made of coating on Mylar backing. Geometry of the target holder is
shown in Fig.14.

   For the alternative data taking of the event run and background run, the targets had to be able
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A z Thickness Structure

Au
Tm
Sm
Ag

196.97
168.93

150.36
107.87

79
69
62
47

O.633mglcm
O.582mg/cm2
1•596mglcm2
O.608mglcm2

SelfSupport
MylarBacking
MylarBacking
SelfSupport

BackingMylar L - O.149mglcm -

Table 3: Target Summary Table foT E337

A z Thickness Structure

Au
Sm
Ag

196.97
150.36

107.87

79
62
47

O.754mglcm
O•446mglcm2
O.547mg/cm2

SelfSupport
MylarBacking
SelfSupport

BackingMylar - - O.149mglcm -

                        Table 4: Target Summary Table for E393

to be changed quickly in the vacuum chamber. The target changing should be remote controlled
from the control room. For the requirements, target driver was developed as shown in Fig.14. The
stepping motors used in the target driver were controlled by TTL signals generated in the target

driver operating PC.
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: Design of the target driver. Foil targets were exchanged remotely in the vacuum chamber.
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2.3 Bragg Curve Counter (BCC)

   All the fragment detector used in the E337 and E393 experimental setup were consisted by Bragg
Curve Counters [114]. Principle of the Bragg Curve Counter (BCC) is shown in Fig.15. BCC is a
kind of gas ionization chamber with a Frisch grid. Incident fragments will be stopped with a Bragg
curve-shaped energy loss in the counter gas volume. It is well known that the maximum energy loss
at the Bragg peak is nearly proportional to the charge number of the fragments. Bragg curves for
various fragments in PIO gas ( 90% argon + 10% methane mixture gas ) are shown in Fig.16. As
shown in Fig.16, the peak hight of the Bragg peak could be roughly treated as being proportional to

the charge numbers of the incident fragments. Therefore, we can get information about the charge
numbers of the incident fragments using the Bragg peaks.

               Bragg Curve

               Counter +Hv +Hv
(t kV)

Window
    Å~

 IMF    Bragg Curve
l l 1 t 1 l 1 IPIOIGtaS

l l

    15: Principle of the Bragg

     electric field which is

  come into the detector, gas '
  the created free electrons drift

   is almost constant in

about 30Vlcm. Since this bias
of the electrons is same as the

      of the voltage in

     can be extracted by the
     in the counter gas can be

        was made by
can estlmate proper energy

    to be estimated for the

        '

1( .1kV)

                      Figure Curve

   In Fig.15, there isaconstant nearly
fragments. Onceafragment lonizatlon
particle stopping path. Then towards
Since the electron drift velocity the gas, electron detecting timing information
at the anode can be used as a ionized position information from the anode.

   Typical electric field is voltage is in the region of ionization
chamber, collected number nurnber of the ionization. Therefore
kinetic energy information can be obtained by the total detected charge in a signal.

   At the anode, timing evolution asignal pulse is expected as the Bragg curve
itself. Therefore, Bragg peak can be determined as the peak hight of the output signal. At the same

time, kinetic energy information total charge of the signal. In addition,
information of the stopping range determined as the timing length of the
output signal.

   The Bragg curve shown in Fig.16 Northcliff's energy loss table [1261. There are no
theoretical forma}ism which loss at such very low energy region. The
exact peak hight does not have charge identification. The fact is suMcient
for the fragment charge determination that each fragment has its own original Bragg peak, which is

       Pre Amp.
  Anode
  Frisch Grid

  Counter.

parallel to the incident path of the

   ' will be occurred belong the
     the anode and make a signal.
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Bragg Curves in PIOGas
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16: Bragg curves of various ions in PIO gas.

nearly proportional to the charge number of the fragment.

2.3.1 Constructionparameters

   Construction parameters aye wyitten in Tab.5 and Tab.6. SBCCI, SBCC2, Si12BCCI, Si12BCC2,
and CBCC are the name of the five BCCs. The differences of them will be shown in the next section.

Detector Window Detector windows had to be very thin ln order to detect low energy heavy
     fragments because of their }arge stopping power. Counter gas and vacuum space around the
     targets were separated with the windows, therefore, it had to be air-tight window. The selected

     window materials are written in Tab.5 and Tab.6. I.8pam Mictren or 2.15pam Mylar were
     used. 1.8pam Mictron is thin and strong, but hard to stretch. 2.15pem Mylar was t,he only
     window material which cou}d be used in the construction of the CBCC window, which had
     large spherical shape (Fig.23). In the first experiment E337, all the in-plane detectoy window

     were made of Mictron, and CBCC window was made of Mylar. Because of the low price, some
     of SBCC and Si12BCC window newly prepared for the }ater experiment E393 was made of
     Mylar.

     Detector windoxv cannot support the gas pressure with itself. In order to support the window
     fiIm, thin metal net was used. The used metal nets are written in Tab.5 and [[)ab.6.

     In order to make a para}lel eleetric field starting from the entrance window towards the anodes,

     windows must be electrical}y conductive. For such purposes, aluminum coating is widely used.
     However the aluminum coating was diMcult to perform on large windows. Instead of the
     aluminum coating, carbon splay ( Acheson Aerodag G ) was used to make thin carboR coat on
     the windows. It was very usefu1 to make conductive window quickly.
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Si12BCCI
3oo,soe

SBCCI
900-1500

Sil2BCC2
2100,2300

SBCC2
2700-3300

CBCC

WindowMaterial
WindowSupport

WindowCoat
TotalThickness

l.8pamMictron
Tungstenip50pam30meshlinch

Micron-Size
O.337(mg/cm2)

dGraphite(Acheson

2.14pmMylar
SUSip50pam50meshlinch
AerodagG)

O.472(mg/cm2)
ShaperElectrode

F}rischGrid

Anode

tlmmSUS
SUS50ptm2mm

tlmmSUS
pitchEtchingmesh

te.3/o.smmsus

te.smmsus
TotalResistance l5Mst 23.5Mst

Table 5: BCC construction parameters used in E337

     The total window thickness containing the carbon coat are also written in [l]ab.5 and Tab.6.

Inner Electrodes There are anode, Frisch grid, and field shaping electrodes in a BCC. Anode was
     made of a simple stainless plate. It is }ocated for co}}ecting drifted electrons. The anodes were

     e}ectrically connected to the output port of the BCC.

     Inner electric field was formed by the field shaping elecSrodes and the Firisch grid. Shaping
     electrodes were cennected each others with registers. Geometrlcal shape of the electrodes are
     shown in Fig.17, Fig.19, and Flg.21. The distances and the resistances between the shaping
     e}ectrodes were constant with exception of CBCC. They have half value at the front region of
     the CBCC inner electrodes. It is also shown in Fig.21.

     Frisch grid was introduced in order to shield the electric fields. Frisck grid was located as
     the end panel of the shaping electrodes. Anode and Nrisch grid was isolated with over Mst
     resistance. B}risch grid was made of stainless etching mesk. The merit of ttsing etching mesh is

     the low price compariRg to the stretch!ng wires.

Geometry Geometry of each BCC are shown in Fig.18, Fig.20, and Fig.22. SBCC and Si12BCC
     had fan shapes, and CBCC had conica} shape. Distance between the electrodes were selected to
     get the best reso}ution. Spacer used to locate the electrodes were made ofDerlin. Polycarbonite

     biss were used to set the e}ectrodes. All the components put lnto the gas voiume had been
     cleaRed with ultrasonic cleaner.

Resistance Resistances ttsed between the shaping electrodes were selected in order to obtain stable

     bias supply considering the tyigger rate. The resistance was determined as the largest value
     which can keep the stable electric fields with the resulting small current rw 50paA.

2.3.2 37ch-BCCArray

   E337 and E393 experimental setup were consisted by 37ch-BCC array. There were gve BCCs with
three type. As shown in Fig.18, Si12BCC contained two BCC channe}s in a common gas volume.
Two Si12BCCs have been constructed as in-plane counters. SBCC was another type of BCC for
the in-plane counter. SBCC was consisted by four BCC channels in the common gas volurr}e just
}ike Si12BCC. Fig.20 shows the design of the SBCC. Two SBCCs have been constructed. As
shown in Fig.25, in-plane counters were consisted by the two SBCCs and two Si12BCCs. 'I'hey
were }ocated in a common horizonta} plane which included the target. Each BCC channe}s in SBCC
and Si12BCC were located at the angular step of 200. They had exactly same solid ang}es. Detailed
construction parameters are written in Tab.5 and Tab.6.
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Si12BCCI
300,soo

SBCCI
900-1500

Sy2BCC2
2100,2300

SBCC2
2700-3300

CBCC

Window Material
Window Support
 Window Coat
Total 'I'hickness

       i.8pam Mictron
rlUngsten ip50pam 30 meshllnch

             Micron-Sized Graphite
      O.337 (mglcrn2)

2.14pam Mylar 2.14 pam Mylar
   SUS ip50pam 50 mesh/inch
( Acheson Aerodag G)
       O.472 (mglcrn2)

Shaper E}ectrode
  F"risch Grid

    Anode

  t
sus
  t

lmm SUS
50pam 2mm

lmm SUS
pltch Etch}ng mesh

Total Resistance l5Mst

t O.3/O.5mm SUS

 t O.5mm SUS
23.5Mst

Table 6 : BCC construction parameters used in E393

Sl 2BCC SBCC CBCC(Center-,Mid -,OuÅíer-R ing)

AngularStep(e) 2oo 2oo non.,450,22.so
eacceptance Å}7.6o Å}7.6o Å}80,Å}90,de90

Center(bangle Oo Oo 900,700,490
SolidAng}e 73.52msr 73.52msr 61.1msr,61.3msr,62.5msr

                            'Åéab}e 7: Geometries of the BCCs

   In order to get information about IMF-mu}tiplicity and out-of plane correlation, large acceptance
conical shape BCC was constTucted. Design of the CBCC is shown in Fig.22 and Fig.21. In order
to obtain large solid acceptance, inner electrodes were designed as producing spheric-symmetrical
electric field. CBCC was consisted by 25 BCC channe}s enclosed in a common gas volume. Each
channel has almost same but slight}y different so}id angies. The alignmeRt of the 25 BCC channe}s
is showB in Fig.22. Further construction parameters are writteR in Tab.5 and Tab.6.

Si12BCC Si12BCC was constructed as in-plane counter which had two BCC channels in one gas
     volume. Si12BCC was consisted by the counter chamber, windows, shaper electrodes, Frisch
     grids and anodes. Each component is shown in Fig. i7. The angular step of the twe BCC
     channels was 200. Each channel had same so}id ang}e 73.52msr. Angular acceptance were
     Å}Z60.

SBCC SBCC had four BCC channe}s in one gas voiume as like as Si12BCC as shown in Fig.19.
     Each BCC channe} had same so}id angle 73.52msr just same as Si12BCC. Other featurGs were
     same as Si12BCC.

CBCC CBCC was a }arge accepÅíance conica} shape detector. Inner electrodes shownin Fig.21 were
     set in the conical chamber. The electrodes were consisted by three layered rings named Center-

     Ring, Mid-Ring, and Outer-Ring. Each layer was divided into one, eight, sixteeR channels,
     respectively. Their solid angles were 61.lmsr,61.3msr,62.5msr respective}y.

     As shown in Fig.22, there were huge gas volume behind the anode plane in the gas chamber.
     It was designed for preparing future extensions. Thls gas volume could also make a signal on
     tlte anodes from the backward directions if there were gas ionization in any reason. In fact,
     setting CBCC on the beam ISne, a lot of back groltnd events due to beam ha}o penetrating
     the back anode gas region was observed. In order to reduce the back anode ionizing events,
     electric shielding was added before E393. [l]he shielding electrodes were set behind the anodes
     with same bias vo}tage as the F{;isch grid as shown in Fig.24. Using the shield electyodes, most
     of the back anode ionizing events were disappeared at least for a-source tests. Althouglt the
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CBCC upgrading, the} backward ionizing events had not
existence of the backward events, they could be separated
using Raiige and Energy information.

disappeared in E393. VLrith a}1 the
from real events in off-line analysis
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                        Figure 21: Inner electrodes of the CBCC

2.3•3 I}ront-end Eleetronics

   Block diagram of the front-end electronics for E337 and E393 are showR in Fig.29 and Fig.30.

pre-amplifier The output signals from the BCC anode amplified in a charge-sensitive pre-amplifier.
     Typical cable }ength from the anode to the pre-arnplifier was within lm. There are also pulser
     input in the pye-amplifier, which was used for a calibration using pulse}' signal.

Bragg Signal The output signals from the pre-ampllfier were sent from the experimental area to
     the contro} room. Here they were split into two main amplifiers with different shaping time
     constants. In order to reconstruct the shape of the Bragg curve in the counter gas, shaper
     amplifier with small time constants about O.1pasec were used. The small timing constant was
     determined as typical timlng constant of the counter response. The peak value of the output
     signals from the shaping amplifiers with the fast timing constant gives the Bragg peak infor-
     mation (Bragg). The Bragg peak signals were fed into peak-sensitive ADCs. To adjust the
     peak position timing in the ADC gate, they were de}ayed before putting into ADC.

Range Informatien The range in the counter gas cou}d also be determined using the same output
     signals. Tirne difference of the leading edge and trailing edge gave the range inforrnation
     (Range). The Bragg signa} was fed into a pu}se-width analyzer (PWA) with a low threshold
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 ,i l', .t/ vt " h','-'J t,Lf .be'
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Figure 23: Picture of the CBCC window.

(Low Vth) and high threshold (High Vth). The pulse width analyzer generates a pair of timing
pulses at the leading (Start) and trailing (Stop) edges of the Bragg signal with low threshold

Vth. The timing differences between the two signals were read with TDCs. The pulse generated
from the high threshold was used as a raw trigger signal of the corresponding BCC channel.
They were fed into a coincidence register in order to recognize coincidence channels. The high
threshold Vth was tuned to select those events with high Bragg signals corresponding to Z ) 3
or 2 in order to reduce trigger rate rejecting light charged particles.

Energy Signal Energy information was obtained from the output signal of shaper amplifier with
    long timing constant of about 6pasec. The long time constant is almost corresponding to the
    maximum timing range of the Bragg signal. The Energy signals were directly fed into the
    peak-sensitive ADCs.

2.3.4 Read-out system

BIock diagram of the read-out system for E337 and E393 are shown in Fig.31 and Fig.32.

CAMAC crate & ACC Read-out system was constructed as a CAMAC base system. All the
    ADCs and TDCs were placed in one main crate where an ACC read out data from them. The
    ACC had 1 Mbytes of the main memory used for data buffer and program area. An interrupt
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Figure 24 : Shielding electrodes set beh ind the CBCC anodes (for E393).
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SlnBCC lch-2ch

-?S9M/!

StnBCC 7ch-8ch 1

Tetal 12ch
Total Acceptance = 882.24 msr

SBCC3ch-6ch

Fig ure 25 : Setup of in-plane counters. Only inner electrodes are drawn.

     register was used for interrupting to the ACC when a main event trigger, a pulser event trigger

     for a calibration, or a beam spill end timing trigger were detected.

[[bigger The main event trigger was made as OR of all the raw trigger signals from the 37ch-BCC
     array. Once a main trigger interrupted the ACC, it would be inhibited with a flip-fiop until all

     the data were collected by the computer. After the end of the data collecting cycle, the flip-fop

     would be cleared by a reset signal. Gate signals for the coincidence register and the ADCs were

     formed from the main trigger signal.

     The pulser event trigger was foTmed by additional front-end electronics. The pulser events were

     generated at the spill off timing in order to check the timing drift of the electronics.

     A beam spill end timing trigger was provided from the accelerator. It was used to interrupt
     the data collection and start sending the collected data from the ACC to the host computer.

Coincidence Register All the raw trigger signals generated from each BCC channel were fed into
     the coincidence register. A 16-bit 48ch coincidence register was used. Once a main event trigger
     were accepted by the ACC, bit pattern which had been hit within the coincident gate timing
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Figure 26: Setup of in-plane counters (E337) .
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Figure 28 : Overview of the experirnental setup at EPIB line.
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     of the coincidence register were read. [rhe ACC judge the hit channel and start to read the

     correspondlng ADCs aRd TDCs.

Peak Sensitive ADC Three modules of12-bit successive approximation type ADCs with l6-channel
     inputs and eight modules of the 12bit Wi}kinson type ADCs with 4-channe} inputs were used
     for read the Energy and Bragg signals. Because of the high linearity requirement for the
     Bragg signa} in order to make charge separation, WilkinsoR type ADCs were used for reading
     Bragg signals. Comrnon ADC gates were used for both Bragg and Energy.

Timing Counting Sealer In order to count the timing information over pasec, clock counting sys-
     tem was constructed in E337. Scaler counts the pulse numbers corresponding Åío the timing
     range. The timing distance from the main trigger to the Start and Stop signal for each l}iÅíting

     channel had beelt determined using the c}ock system. AND outputs of 40MHz pttlser and a
     gate started from the main trigger to the Start or StQp sigRal were put into the CAMAC scaier.
     The Start connts and StQp counts were used to determixxe the hiÅíting Åíiming and counting the

     Range.

Crock Based TDC To reduce the huge numbers of the electyonic modules for the timing counting
     system used for E337, custom made IOe MHz CAMAC clock-based TDC module witk 16-
     channel fast NIM level inputs had been developed using 5 programmable logic devices for E393
     [l271. Four devices were configured as 4 channels of cottnter chips, and the other one was
     configured as a controller chlp of the counters, }nput signals and CA)vlAC interface.

     The TDC had a 100MHz interna} clock generated by a eyystal oscillator that allows the interva}

     time of Start and Stop signa}s to be measured to 10nsec precision. It also had a NIM external
     clock input for feeding the variable clock.

Output Register An ontput register generated a reset signa} to the coincidence register, the TDCs,
     and the flip-fiop when the ACC had finished one acquisition cycle.

PC A crate contro}ler (Kinetics 3922) iR the main crate communicates with the data-acquisition
     system of the PC via a K-Bus cable and a PCI interface card (Kinetics 2915) for E393 [1271.

     For E337, the crate controller was connected with VME onboad computer SPARC (SUN 5CE)
     instead of PC via VME K-Bus interface card (Kinetics 2917) [128]. A col}ector program was
     running on the host computers.

2.4 E337Experiment

   E337 data taking was performed at EPIB line from April 1996 to Maych l996. I2GeV proton
beam with four targets (gold, thulium, samarium, silver) were used. The additiona} run for back-
ground event estimation using empty targets were taken alternately with the usual data Åíaking runs.

Run parameters are }isted in Tab.8. All the data taking was performed with usual PIO-Gas operation
mode (200 Torr). Data acquisition system was based on the CAMAC-VME system [i28].

2.5 E393Experiment

   The seÅëond experimeBÅí using 8GeV protons are performed at KEK-PS PI beam line from October
1997 to Decerr}ber 1997. Background runs were taken alternative}y with the event runs as same as in

E337. To reduce the background data taking time, one background run was shared witk two different
targets event run for the background event subtraction in the off-}ine ana}ysis. Null target, gold and

si}ver targeÅís runs were performed alternately, aRd Tvg[ylar target and samarium target ritns were
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[== === ][=2
Tota}p 3.4Å~10 2.0Å~10 1.8Å~le l.1Å~10

Totalpforeventrun 2.3Å~10 1.5Å~IO l.3Å~iO 4.2Å~10
Totalpforbackgroundrun !.1Å~10 5.2Å~IO 5.3Å~10 7.2Å~IO

TotaiReal[[lrigger 93.2M 79.7M 87.7M 56.5M
Real']rlriggerforeventrun 8e.4M 67.2M 78.9M 37.1M

Real'ftiggerforbackgroundrun 12.9M 12.5M 8.78M 19.4M
TotalAccepted[[ligger 75.0M 61.9M 60.0M 34.5M

Accepted[[hriggerforeventrun 63.2M 5i.2M 52.3M i9.8M
Accepted'])riggerforbackgroundruR 11.8M 10.6M 7.71M 14.7M

TotalLiveTime 80.49fe 7Z7% 68.59o 61.0%
LiveTimeineventrun 78.6% 76.3oro 66.3% 53.39o

LiveTimeinbackgroundrun 91.4oro 85.2% 87.89o 75.99{e

[!rigger Condition ZIMF )3 ZIMF m> 3 ZIMp• ) 3 ZIMF 22

Table 8 : Rttn summary for E337
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Tota}p 3.1Å~10 5.5Å~IO 5.9Å~10 2.3Å~10 2.1Å~10
Tota}Real"lligger 124M 147M l61M 46.0M 45.7M

TotalAceepted'l]rigger 86.3M 104M 117M 36.3M 34.3M
Tota}LiveTime 69.5% 7o.so/o 73.iO/o 79.0% 75.0oro

[Elrigger Condition ZIMF ) 3 ZIMFk3 ZIMfi-)3 ZIfuIF }l 3 ZIMF )3

Table 9: RuR summary for E393
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         Figure 33: Measured drift velocities for various gas.
Reported in ll29]. Drift velocities for PIO gas and CF4 gas are a}so shown.

performed alternate}y. For E393 experirnent, additional runs using CF4-gas operational mode for
the BCC was performed in order to obtain high energy fragments. In addition, CBCC was modified
for reducing background events as mentioned before. Data acquisitioR system was modified to the
CAMAC-PC based system l127].

3 Operation and Analysis ofthe Bragg Curve Counter

3.1 OperationModeofBCC

   In the past experiments using the BCCs, PIO gas ( 90tr/o argon + iO% methaRe ) was used
as a standard counter gas because of its nearly constant and maximum drift velocity around the
operation bias region ( rw e.2Vcm'iTor'r"i). It is shown in Fig.33 [l291. The gas pressure was
selected as suitab}e for detecting IMFs emitted in the multi-fragmentatSon reactions. It means that

the peak region of the Maxwell-Boltzmann shaped energy spectra shou}d be detected. However,
such condition is not suitab}e for detecting light fragments as Li or Be. The stopping power of the

standard operation mode is teo sma}1 for detecting the peal< reglon of the energy spectra for such
light fragments.

   The possibi}lty of the isotope separation for Li and Be fraginents were found in the beam time of
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the E337 data taking. Thus all the Li and Be isotope data, which is used for the isotope temperature

analysis, was taken in the standard PIO gas operation mode.

   The very Rarrow kinetic energy dynamic range for the ligkt fragments caused diMculty on evaiu-
ating isotope yield in the isotope temperature analysis. In order to enlarge the dynamic range, some

trial R&D was studied.

   e Adding plastic scintillat}on counters after the BCC anodes for stopping higl} energy fragments.

   e Adding degrader before the BCC entrances.

                                                       tt   e Performing additional experimental rirns with high pressure and high density gas.
                                                       tttt t tt
The first trial is the best way if they are possible because. the high energy fragments can be detected

in the sarne run with low energy fragments xvithout any operation mode changing. A prototype of
a scinti-BCC was constructed and tested using 12 GeV protoR with Au target at EPIB line. As a
result, because of the very high single trigger rate for the scintillation counter due to the beam halo,

it was impossible to identify which signal of the scintil}ation counter was correspoRding to the BCC
signal.

   Simulation studies were performed for the second idea of using degrader. As a result, dispersion
of the energy is expected to be too large for gettlng the shape information of the spectra.

   The last ldea is the most simple one but in this case high energy fragments can not be detected
at the same time with the low energy fragments. This implies that the energy spectra of the high
IMF-multiplicity events can not be comb!ned to the results of the standard operation mode. With
all the defect, performing additional experimenta} run using high pressure and high density gas was

decided. Additional mode was performed with 3eO Torr using CF4 gas ifi addition to the statndard
mode with 200 Torr using PiO gas.

3.2 Particle Identification using BCC

3.2.1 ZSeparation

    Z Separation for IMFs (3 S ZIMF S 25) was peTformed in Bragg vs. Range plot. The locus
shape can be described using empirical Fermi-function like functional form as below,

     Bragg - , . ,",i. f.P,`( i,R,aPZe..,,) (2)

with four locus shape parameters pl,p2,p3,p4. pl is a quantity which is roughly proportionaKo
Z. p2 and p3 are parameters to determine the curvature in the smal} Range regSon. p4 is a slope
parameter in large Range reglon where the correspending iocus catt be recognized as a simpie straigkt
line.

   Locus fitting using Eq.2 has been performed for each locus corresponding to 3 S ZIit4F S 25
(Fig.34). The Z dependence of the fieÅíed shape parameters are shown in Fig.35. The solid lines show

the resuks of empirical function fitting using Eq.3. .

     pl(Z) = aO+al•Z
     p2(Z) == bO+bl•Z+b2•Z2
     p3(Z) : eO + cl•z + c2• z2

     p4(Z) = dO+dl•Z
                                                                                   (3)
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Figure 34: Results of locus fitting on Bragg vs. Range plot using the empirical function.

As shown in Fig.35, the charge parameter pl is nearly proportional to Z. It means that the param-
eter pl can be a measure of the charge Z in the Z definition procedure. It means that the locus
identification can be performed using only one parameter pl. The charge parameter pl is treated as
PID function in the following discussion. PID can be written using the parameters p2,p3,p4 as a
function of Bragg and Range.

PID = pl
     = Bragg•{1+p2(Bragg)•exp[-p3(Bragg)•Range]-p4(Bragg)•Range}

(4)

Strictly speaking, p2,p3 and p4 are not functions of Bragg but of corresponding
cannot be used in the calculation because experimental measurernent was Bragg.
fact that Z can be treated as a linear function of Bragg,

    Z fs aO+al-Bragg
           (orO,al;paramters)

p2,p3 and p4 could be roughly treated as functions
described as Eq.4 with

    pl(Bragg) = AO+Al•Bragg
    p2 (Bragg) = BO + Bl • Bragg + B2 • Bragg2

    p3(Bragg) = CO + Cl • Bragg + C2 • Bragg2

    p4(Bragg) = DO + Dl - Bragg.

of Bragg. TherefoTe, PID

Z. However, Z
Considering the

           (5)

function can be

(6)
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5;

   If we obtained the ten transformation parameters AO,Ai,BO,Bl,B2,CO,Cl,C2,DO, and Dl,
PID function could be obtained from Bragg and Range. Eq.6 means the transformation between
(PJD,Range) and (Bragg,Range). Considering the relation of Eq.5, Z can be deimed using oniy
one dimensional quantity PfD in the transformed resuits.

   In order to obtain the ten transforming parameters, we don't have to make locus shape fitting
for a}I the loci 3 S ZiMF .< 25 using Eq.2. k is suMcient to fit only three loci in order to get twelve

unknown parameters. It is very important that we can make Z definition for all the ZiMF without
fitting each loci as be performed in the past BCC ana}ysis. The development of this Z definition
technique made great improvemen# on the BCC--off-}ine ana}ysis.

   Once at least three loci are performed the shape parameter fitting, the transforming parameters
can be obtained. Then I'JD function can be calculated. Fig.36 shows the transformed results of
PfD spectra. IMFs can be separated with PID resolution about ll.3a for Iight IMFs and 2.8a for
heavy IMFs. Although locus identification for heavy IMFs are diMcult because of their poor staeics,

they can be separated in the PJD spectra.

   The effect of tke l'JD transformation can be clear}y seen in Fig.37 and Fig.38. It is hard to make

reproductive Z separatien in two-dimensional plot of Fig.38, on the other hand, Z separatioR using
the one dimensiona} PID spectra is very simple.

   Tke Z separatien technique written above can be used as a standard BCC-off-line analysis pro-
cedure.
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Figure 38: Bragg vs. Range plot (Before [[!ransformation).

3.2.2 Isotope Separation for Li and Be

    Locus splitting for light IMFs was observed according to their mass differences. The mass
splitting can be confirmed especially in Range vs. Energy plot. They are most clearly separated in
this plot comparing to other plots as Bragg vs. Energy plot. Because the Bragg resolution for the
mass difference is not suficient to make isotope separation, mass separation procedure is developed

using the Range vs. Energy plot.

   Isotope cut is determined as a quadratic function between Range and Energy. The expected
border of the isotope cut is set as below.

Range = cO + cl • Energy + c2 - Energy2 (7)

Here cO,cl and c2 are cutting parameters eorresponding to each border function. The
form written in Eq.7 is not trivial. General relation between range and kinetic energy is

functional

Range oc Energyl-73, (8)

however, the experimental results fit with Eq.7 better than with Eq.8. In order to fix the cutting
line, cutting points are determined at first. The cutting curve is obtained as a fitting curve of the

cutting points.

   Loci are sliced on the Range vs. EJnergy plot as the dotted line in Fig39 for lithium and beryllium

fragments. The same slice procedure was also perforined for boron locus, however, the mass resolution

was not sufficient to make isotope separation. Therefore, the isotope separation was performed only
for lithium and beryllium isotopes. Sliced data points are projected into the parallel direction to

the tangent line of the corresponding loci. Fig.40 shows the typical spectra of the sliced data. The
horizontal axis implies the perpendicular direction to the projecting direction.

   Cutting points are determined in the sliced spectra. Gaussian fitting is performed to each mass
peak in the sliced spectra. The Gaussian width is fixed to be common in the isQtopes. Cutting points
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Figure 39: Isotope separation in Range vs. ,E]nergy plot.

are determined using the fitted Gaussian functions. They are determined to divide the spectra in
order to keep the area ratio between peaks side by side.

          f.ge fi (X)dX + f.ge f2(x)dx : f-X.' fi (x)dx + f-X.' f,(x)dx

      = f-oo.. fi (x)dx:f-co. f2(x)dx (g)
Here xo is the dividing point in the sliced spectra. The variable x is the horizontal axis of the same

spectra. fl(x) and f2(x) is the fitted Gaussian functions corresponding to the isotope peaks to be
divided. The cutting points xo is obtained as numerical solutions of Eq.9 for each sliced spectra. The

cutting points are transformed into (Range,Energy), then cutting curve fitting is performed using
Eq.7.

3.3 EnergyCalibration

   Energy calibration is performed using the turning point at the high energy region of the fragment

loci. The events observed at the turning point are assumed to be the stopped event just at the anode

position. Therefore the corresponding energy can be obtained by a energy loss calculation. More
than five turning points are determined for each channel data. The turning point is determined as
the crossing point of the locus fitted lines shown in Fig.42. Each lines are fitted to the locus using

linear function and quadratic function respectively.

  Obtained turning points are used for fitting the conversion function.

E(MeV) = aE(ADC) + b (10)

Using the obtained turning points and the zero point obtained by the pulser events, conversion factors

are determined for each BCC channel.
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4 EnergySpectra

4.l Iiltragment Energy Spectra

   Energy spectra of the each fragments are obtained after charge separation or isotope separation.

Energy calibrations are performed as mentioned in Sec.3. Influence of the energy less in the target

foil and entrance windows of the detectors are corrected. Run-by-run background subtractions are
perforrned considering the timing drift of the beam profile and detector gain. Then the obtained
energy spectra will be examined with the models.

   One example of the obtained fragment energy spectra are shown in Fig.43. The obtained energy
spectra have thier shapes of Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. It irnplies that the fragmentation
process may be occurred in a kind of thermal equiiibrated system. These fragment energy spectra
can be roughly understood by a therma} moving source model. Particle emission from a thermal
equilibrated source shou}d be isotropic, however, observed energy spectra show an obvious sideward
yield enhancement, which implies the existenee of anisotropic emission. Therefore, simple isotropic

moving source model under estimate the fragment yield observed at the sideward dlrections. In the
following sections, some types of fitting models are briefiy reviewed.

4.2 Thermal Moving Source Model Fitting

4.3 Functional Forms of Iilragment Kinetic Energy Spectra

    Fitinctional form of moving source model written as fol}owing have been widely used to fit the
fragment kinetic energy speetra in intermediate energy mukifragmentatioR experiments.

     dll2idast = Nv/Iii7IZi;(E'-B)if2exp(-(E'T-B)) (n)

        E* =E+iMf62-2 EgMfB2cose (m)
Heye fl is velocity of moving source. B is Coulomb energy shift. E' is kinetic energy in the rest
frame. T is the slope temperature parameter. Eq.l2 can be obta!ned transforming to laboratory
system from isotropic energy distributlon on the rest frame.
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Figure 41: Example of the obtained cutting points (triangle points)
filled circle points are the points corresponding to x = O points in the

and curves (solid line).

each sliced spectrum.
Large

d2a*

dE*dst*
= Nv!]EiF:-]EiJexp(- E* -B

T
) (13)

In order to reproduce Iow energy tail of the energy spectra, Coulomb shift B should not be constant

for all the fragments. B should depend on where the fragments are formed. Once an relation between
B and fragment forming point are assumed, resulting energy spectra can be obtained by integrating
Eq.12 over B [18]. However, the calculation of the integral is so complicated that it is hard to fit

energy spectra. To reduce the computation, phenomeno}ogical functional form is used.

d2a'
= NV]Ii;exp( -E* )

 exp[2T

1

dE*d9* T B-E.
Bc l+1

(14)

Here B. is a variance ofthe B distribution which is introduced in order to reproduce similar functional

forms as that of integrated function over B. Eq.14 can reproduce the effect of the Coulomb shift
variance. Obtained energy spectra can well expressed using this functional form. The aim of this
modification is to reproduce obtained energy spectra using simple functional form without integral in
the function. Thus there are no difference on the treatment of angular distribution between original

formula and the simple formula written in Eq.14.

4.4 SingleMovingSourceModel

   Differential cross section on the laboratory system should be obtained. It
transforming Eq.14 into laboratory system.

can be obtained by

d2a
..

 Nvi]iliexp(- g' ) ,.p[2T 1

dEdst B-E.
Bc 1+1

(15)
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E* = E + SMf62 - 2 EiMf62cose
(16)

This formation based on isotropic fragment emission, therefore, resultant angular distribution at
laboratory system should show forward peaking angular distribution. Fig.44 shows an example of
the function. Concentric circles can be found around the moving source center in the contour plot
of the Lorentz invariant cross section.

1 d2a 1 Mf, iv v'[E7e xp (- g' ) ..p[ 2. 1

p dEdst (E - Mf)2 - B-E.
Bc ]+1

(17)

The moving source center is plotted as a triangle point in Fig.44. As shown in Fig.44, fragment
emission probabi!ity should have uniform angular distribution aJround the moving source frame. This

means that forward peaking angular distribution might be obtained in the laboratory frame because
of the source moving.

4.5 TwoMovingSourceModel

   The most simple modification on the single moving source model is to put another moving source
component. ']]rying to fit the energy spectra using two or three moving source have been widely
studied. This framework can reproduce those energy spectra which have two or three component
corresponding to different fragment production stage. Two moving source model can be simply
written as following;

dia = Ni v!Iiiexp(- lili' ) ,.p[ 1 ] + i + N2 V[Eiexp(- g' ) ,.p[ 1

dEdst 2T BI-E. 2T B2-E. ]+1
(18)

Bcl Bc2
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Both of the component makes isotropic IM[F emission. Although, it is not self-evident that their sum

produce the isotropic IMF emission. Genera}ly, for a sum of the single moving sources can written
as following.

      d2a                         E* l     dEdst =: rp. NiVIEexp(-iri.-),.p[2rr tt.-,E•]+i (i9)

The transformation between E and E' is depending on the source ve}ocity 5i. Therefore if the fii
were different between each i-th source, the total differeRtiai cross section in the Lab. frame couid

have a complex angular distribtttion. Possibility of the two moving source mode} fitting have been
examined. One example of tke resultant cross section using two moving source model is shown in
Fig.45. The resultant shape depends on the balance between the two source. Whether this model
works wel} or not for reproducing the sideward enhancement is not easy to understand. 'I'his prob}em

will be discussed in the fol}owing section.

4.6 SidewardFlowModel

   IR order to expiain the energy spectra quantitatively inciuding the side-ward angles, a model
with collective fiow is attempted to study. AII the fragments are considered to have optional flow

momentum component pf in addition to the isotropic therma} momentum p.

     (E'ÅÄMf)2=Mf2+p'2 (20)
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      P} == p. =o
       *      Py = Py
      p! = -76(E + Mf) + orp.

   In order to add the flow component, fragment momentum should be shifted in
formula Eq.14 for a single moving source model.

     (P;,P;7P:) - (P; -P}X7P; 'P}Y,P; -P}Z)

where flow momentum component p}.,p}y,p}. are

     p;y = o,p}y = pfsinef,p}. = pfcosef

E,e in the Lab. system can be written using he total Lab. momentum eomponent
following,

    p. = oipy == psineip. = pcose

    p= (E+Mf)2-M?

g source model.

               (21)

     the cross section

               (22)

               (23)

       (Px,Py,pz) as

               (24)

               (25)
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Then we can estimate the differential cross section d2aldEd9 in the Lab. system substituting Eq.20

with Eq.25 into Eq,15. An typical example of the resultant Lorentz invariant cross section using
the fiow moving source model is shown in Fig.46. In Fig.46, small arrows are shown which are
corresponding to the flow momentum. All the cross sections are shifted from the center of moving
source to the flow direction. As a result, fragment yield might be enhance in the fiow direction,
however, the resultant energy spectra might also shift towards high energy side because of the fiow

momentum.

Figure 46: One

mo'l

o

l

2CX)O

DOO
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example of the resulting cross section using the flow moving source model.

4.7 DeformedMovingSourceModel

   In order to get phenomenological formation which can successfuIly reproduce the fragment energy
spectra including sideward enhancement, deformed moving source model is introduced. Instead of the
constant normalization factor N in the single moving source model, anisotropic normalization factor
is introduced. On the moving source system, resultant cross section can be expressed as following;

      d2a'                            -E* 1            = N(e') v'jEi;exp(                             T)exp[2" B.-. E' ]+1 (26)     dE*dst*

where the modified normalization factor N(e') can be expressed as a function of the emission angle
on the rest frame;

                         (e* - e})2

     N(e')=No+Nfexp[- 2.}, ]• (27)
The transformation between laboratory angle e and that on the rest frame e' can be expressed as
following.

     e* == cos-i (or;}.7 cose-orfi Mi2.+P2) (2s)

The additional normalization deforming factor have a Gaussian functional form in this formalism. It

is not introduced inevitably, but only phenomenologically. An example using the deformed moving
source model is shown in Fig.47. There can be found a strong sideward enhancement towards the
direction corresponding to e}. As shown in Fig.47, there are no energy shift towards the sideward
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SingleMS SingleMS(all) TwoMSMSwithFlow DeformedMS
X/n 12.41 6.45 5,99 5.24. 1.40

Table 10: Reduced x2 for the fitting results on the energy spectra of F fragments produced in 12GeV

p + Au reaction.

direction. This is the main difference from the results of the fiow moving source model. Although
the interpretation of this model is unclear, the deformed moving source model can reproduce the
sideward yield enhancement without changing the shape of the energy spectra.

ooo'l

o

                     -2000                       -2000

Figure 47: Example of Lorentz
model.

g

2000

    O 2000                    -200Q         pf/MeVlc) trteee.v

invariant cross section resulting

F-aeVltl

ooo

using the deformed moving source

4.8 Fitting Results

   Energy spectra fittings are performed using each fitting model. Here fitting results for F fragment

produce in 12GeV p + Au reaction are shown as typical examples.

   Fitting results of the single moving source model (Fig.48, 49) underestimate for the side-ward
directions. Fig.49 shows a result on the fitting for all angles from O = 300 to 1500, and Fig.48 shows

a result on the fitting only for e == 300 and e = 1500. The reason why sideward angle have not
included into the fitting procedure for the case of Fig.48 is that, this single moving source model

cannot reproduce the sideward angles. This model can be applied for only isotropic data. Fig.49
is shown for a reference. Reduced x2 value for them are listed in Tab.10 as "Single MS" for the
case of Fig.48 and Single MS (all) for the case of Fig.49. These x2/n values are obtained by the x2

calculation including all the angles. Thus, x21n for the results of the fitting for only 300 and 1500

has a large value because of the under estimation on the sideward regipn. Obtained Lorentz invariant

cross section is also shown in Fig.50.

   It can not significantly improved even using two moving source model as shown in Fig.51. It
is natural because these models are produced by isotropic emission source, therefore, it is hard to

produce Ctdeformed" side-ward enhancement. Difference from the results of single moving source
model fitting can be found in Fig.52. They are different, to be sure, but the difference is very small.

The fitting results using two moving source mode} is slightly different from that of single moving
source model. As written in Tab.10 as "Two MS", there are smal} improvement on the obtained
reduced x2 comparing to that of the single moving source model.
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reactlon

N o F Ne Na
xln l6.7 7.7 5.2 4.9 4.7

Table 11: Reduced x2 for each IMFs. Fitted results of the fiow moving source mode} are shown.

   On the other hand, fiow mode} and deformed moving source model can produce the side-ward
enhancement. As shown in Fig.53, energy spectra can be fitted using the fiow effect. In order to
reproduce the yield enhancement towards sideward directlon, this model may shift the energy spectra
toward high energy side for the sideward direction. [I]he resultant x21n for "MS with Fiow" is }isted

in the Tab.10.

   The energy shifts are not found in Fig.53, to be sure, but a possibl}ity of the energy shift at higher

energy tail should be examSned. Those energy spectra for relative}y heavy IMFs which contain the
high energy tail within their energy dynamic raRge, are studied using the fiow moving source model.
'i[ihe fitted resttlts ofx2/n are iisted in Tab.11. We cannot find an improvement even for those eRergy

spectra of the heavy IMFs which completely contains their hlgh energy tail.

   We can find a great improvement on Tab.!O in the results of the deformed moving source mode}
fitting ("Deformed MS") in Fig.55 and Ng.56. This is the on}y model which can fit the obtained
energy spectra with reduced x2 around one. In the following analysis, all the energy spectra are
fitted with the deformed moving source model. Fitting results on the IMFs are introduced in [123].
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12GeV p + Au reaction

4.9 Origin of the Side-ward Enhancement

   Considering the fitting resu}ts using the various models, main source of the sideward yield en-
hancement can not be a dynamical effect as the nuc}ear fiow. It is because any kind of fiow can
enhance the yie}d towards fiow dlrection, however, it shifts the energy spectra because of Åíhe fiow

rnomenta. Observed sideward yield enhancement have no significapt energy shift. This fact in}p}les
that there must be fragment formation probability enhancement at the sideward region. The Gaus-
slan formed sideward enhancement factor have introduced only phenomenologica}ly into the defoTmed
moving source model. Therefore it cannot directly deduce interpretations of the model, however, the
possibility of the fragmentat!on probability deformation without energy shift ean be concluded.

4.IO IMF-mukiplicity dependence

   Oniy inc}usive spectra have been considered in the previous sections. It was because there are
s}ight IMF-multip}icity dependences observed. As for the sideward enhancement, there cannot fiRd
clear IMF-mttltipllcity dependences. For example, energy spectra with IMF-multiplicity gate are
shown in Fig.57, Fig.58, and Fig.59. As for the shape of the energy spectra, small energy shift
towards sma}l energy direction were observed for high IMF-multiplicity data. However, there are
no phenomena which shows a clear IMF-mu}tip}icity dependences. The reason why there are slight
IMF-multiplicity dependence on the IMF energy spectra wi}1 be discussed in the fol}owing section.
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4.11 Sensitivity on the IMF-multiplicity

    The fitted results have small IMF-multiplicity dependence. Fig.57, Fig.58, and Fig.59 shows
the results of deformed moving source model fitting with IMF-multiplicity selection. As shown in
the figures, there can not be found the IMF-multiplicity dependence except of the production cross
sections. IMF-multiplicity can be a probe for the impact parameter of the reaction[115]. On this

assllmption, we should conclude that there are very small impact parameter dependence on the
energy spectra. It is not clear that whether the angular distribution for the large impact parameterb
events should have sarne sideward peaking angular distribution as that of central colliding event. In
order to check the phenomena, impact parameter dependence on the resulting angular distribution
have been studied.

y(e, b) = ". f,2" dip f,i drp(r, e, ip)
(29)

p(r, e, ip) = p,(e,), (30)

where p,(e,) is the fragment density function of e,. The definition of the e. is shown in Fig.60.

   [I]Yansformation between (r, e, ip) and (r,, e,, ip.) is defined as below.

     e,=cos-1(C;cose) (31)
     r,= r2+2brsinecosdi+b2 (32)
p,(e,) is a density function of e,. Yield angular distribution at the moving source system obtained

by deformed moving source model fitting in Fig.55 is used for the pc(ec). Here the fragment emission

direction is assumed to be started frorn the target center O in Fig.60. There are another possibility.

The emission center can be the center of the penetrating line P in Fig.60. In the latter case the

resultant angular distribution can not have impact parameter dependence. Therefore, we do not
have to study for this case. The emission center is assumed to be at the target center O in the
following calculations. As shown in Fig.61, we can find strong sideward suppression for large b. In

order to compare between this calculation and the experimental data, Y(e, b) should be integrated

over the impact parameter from O to adequate maximum impact parameter corresponding to the
IMF-multiplicity. The impact parameter integrated angular distribution have been shown in Fig.61.
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Figure 57: Results of the deformed moving source
duced in 12 GeV p + Au reaction.

model fitting on F inclusive energy spectra pra

     y(e) .. f,bM"XSi dby(e, b) (33)
In Fig.61, the impact parameter dependence is small both for exclusive case and inclusive case. The

small impact parameter dependence obtained here shows that there can not be large impact parameter
dependence on the angular distribution even if we suppose the target center as the emission center.

5 Temperature

5.1 NuclearTemperature

   Over the past few decades a considerable number of studies have been made on extracting nuclear
temperatures from experimental data of intermediate and re}ativistic energy heavy ion collisions.
The main aim of the temperature measurement is a search for a signal of nuclear liquid-gas phase
transition. Although many people tried to determine the nuclear temperature from slope of the
energy spectra, usually they had much higher temperatures than expected because of dynamical
effects. To avoid the diMculty, relative populations of excited states were used, but this method is

experimentally dificult to determine the yield of the excited states. Isotope yield ratio has been
recently brought to light by the determination of the "caloric curve" [89]. One advantage of this
method is the experimental simplicity. Isotope temperature, as a probe for a chemical freeze out
temperature, can be obtained only by forming isotope yield ratios [831. We can also determine the
free proton and free neutron density at the same time [83]. On the purpose of extracting information

about property of nuclear matter and dynamics on the reaction, nuclear temperature and density
evaluation have been performed using isotope temperature method in this study. At first, each
thermometer will be briefly reviewed [70].
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5.1.1 Inverse SIope Parameter

   The kinetic energy spectra of IMFs can be parameterized by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
with the temperature parameter T. The "slope temperature" have been widely used as a thermorne-
ter. However, the measured slope temperatures showed much more high value than expected. It
should mainly due to non-thermal collective contributions to the energy spectra in the heavy ion col-
lisions. Although the slope temperature observed at proton induced reaction have also high value. It
is hard to explain the large slope parameter using collective expansion because of their small pressure

in the colliding system. As shown in Sec.4, the obtained slope temperatures in this experiments using

the moving source models have their value over 10MeV. The very high values can be understood as
a consequent of the Fermi-Dirac statics of the nucleons for the light particle induced reactions [75].

5.1.2 Energy Distribution ofthe Nucleons

   In order to study the energy distribution of the fragments, energy distribution of the nucleons
which consist the observed fragrnents should be considered. There are two case to be considered.

  1. Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution

         FMB(E) oc exp (-ill) (34)
  2. Fermi-Dirac (FD) distribution
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FFD(E) o(
1

1 + exp (- !E!ii;tE)
(35)

Here T is the initial temperature parameter, and E is the kinetic energy of the nucleons. pa is Fermi
energy for the Fermi-Dirac distribution. FFD should be different for proton distribution and neutron

distribution because of their Fermi energy differences. Fermi energy for -.the proton and neutron
have been obtained assuming that pr'oton-she}] and neutron-shell have same volume area. Fermi
momentum can be written as following using the proton-shell radius Rp and neutron-shell radius R..

     hFp == ( ElftL) i13 ]t;

     kFn == (Sli'L)'f3Iiiirr (36)
[['hen Ferm} energy for proton sheil and neutron shel} can be written as foIIowing.

             hkFp
     EFp =:                  = Pp             2Mp

    EFn == S}Il}rÅí =pn (37)
Using Eq.37, initial Fermi-Dirac distribLitioR for proton and neutron can be obtained.

5.1.3 Energy Distribution of the Fragments

   Energy spectra of the fragments can be obtained by summing up the nucleons which have their
energy distribution described as Eq,34 or Eq.35. The direction of the individual nucleon momentum
                                                                            -are randomly chosen in the summation. The summed fragmeRt (mass number A) momeRtum PA can
                                                 -be obtained as foilowing using the i-th nuc}eon momentllm Pi.

 "iiiiÅí-i = A ,iE;

(38)

                               --Resultant momentum distributioR p(PA) skould be Gattssian distribution due to the central limit
theorem. Energy distributien of the composite particle can be written using initial nucleon energy
distribution analytically.

P(PA) == f ll
i=1,A

 1

              lN{d3piFFD(P-"i>}63 tlPA - Z) .iiiij

              X. i=1,A l

mo
exp (- ,,)P,"g,)

(39)

(40)

Where a is standard deviation of the momentum distribution. 'l{lransformed fragment energy distri-
bution may be Maxwell-Bol#zmam} like functional form Eq.41.

   However the most sSmple way to study the relation between initial nuc}eon temperature and
resultant fragment energy distribution is to perform a Monte Carlo simulation. Example of resulting

fragment spectra obtained by a MonÅíe Carlo slmulation are shown in Fig.62. In this figure, initial

temperature for the nucleon energy distribution is set to be T = leMeV. Energy spectra for Fermi-
Dirac distributlon is obtained using the Fermi energy for i97Att. Solld lines in the spectra is results

of Boltzmann-like function fitting. The fitting function is
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initial

FiMF(E) = NVIEiexp (-Tfl.,) t
(41)

Because of the existence of the factor VIili, obtained T..t cannot has same value as the initial tem-

perature even for MB initial distribution. This factor is !ndispensab}e to fit the }ow energy region of

the spectra. If we used simp}e exponential functional form to get the slope temperature, Tout should
be same va}ue as the initial temperature for MB case. In order to understand the very high absolute
slope temperature obtained in Sec.4, slope temperature in Eq.41 wil} be used in the following discus-

sions. As shown in Fig.62, the obtained slope temperatures To.t for MB and FD cases are different
from each other. T..t for FD case is muÅëh more higher than that for MB case. It is because the
influence of Pau}i blocking. This effect may be ab}e to ignore in a very high temperature condition
comparing to the Fermi energy of the target nuc}ei. In the present case, expected temperature should
be same order as the Fermi energy, therefore, Pauli b}ocking effect can Rot be ignored. In order to

obtain "rea}" temperature of the fragment source nuc}ear matter, relatioR between Tout for FD and
the initial temperature Ti. shou}d be studied. In Fig.63, Ti. -T..t correlation is shown. In the region

of Tin < 20MeV, To.t have an offset about 13MeV. This offset is caused by the effect of the Pauli
blocking. This result is obtained for iOB system. The solid line is a fitting result. In this case, the

result is

Tout = e•868Tin - l•558 +
21i.39

Tin - l4-702
(42)

Using Eq.42, we can extract inkia} temperature from the slope temperature. As shown in Fig.63, Tout

is almost constaRt around 13MeV iR low Tin region. In other words, there are small sensitivity to the

Tin in this temperature region. Therefore, we cannot make detai}ed study on nuc}ear temperature
using the slope temperature. Of ceurse the transforrnation between Tin and Tout depends on the
system. If we want to extract nuclear temperature only from the s}ope of the energy spectra, all the
relation should be studied. There is fairly general agreement that the energy spectra suffer from (1)

collective flow effects, (2) secondary decay processes, (3) multlple Coulomb lnteraction and (4) the

Fermi motion effects discussed above.
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5.1.4 Excited State Temperature

   The most direct way to make temperature determination is to measure the relative population
ratio of two excited states of a given fragment. The exsisting probability at each energy leve} can be

assumed to have Mancwell-Boltzmann distribution with an equilibrium temperature T.

                        Ei     Pi= (2si+l) •exp(- zi r)/w (43)
Here Pi is the existing probability on i-th state of a fragment. Ei is the energy ievel and si is the

spin. tu is a internal partition function of the fragment. Thus relative population ratio between two
excited s#ates i, j' of a same fragment can be written as following.

     ;i' == il}' = i,Sl ++ ii •exp(-E2 6 E') (44)

Therefore we can estimate "excited state temperature" using two level yield as foilowing.

T = (Ej - E,)lin (ilii' 2sJ• +1

2si + 1
) (45)

For example, we can estlmate the ernission temperatnre from population ratio between two states of
5Li fragments. The population of the states cari be est}mated from a coincidence measurement of
the decay prodliets. In this case, Åíhe relation

     Y(}L(Zs'L6,6g6ge)eV) oc exp(- ATE) (46)

can be assumed. Here Y is the state population and AE] is the state energy difference between the
ground state (g.s.) and the l6.66MeV state. Existence of the each state can be experimentai}y
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obtained using below decay.

     5Lii6.66Mev - d+3"e

         5Li,.,. -p+a (47)
This method can be used to extract temperature in high energy heavy ion collision experiment
using relative population ratio between excited states of mesons and baryons. For example, reaction

temperature can be determined using relative yie}d of A baryons and IV baryons instead of excited

states of the nuclear fragments like below. '
Y(A)             AE     ct exp(-              T)
Y(N)

(48)

In order to obtain the emission ternperature using the internai excitation as introduced above, de-
manding coiltcident measurement of the decay products must be required for the analysis. On the
other hand, isotope temperatures which will be discussed in the following can be extracted from
partic!e yield ratios. The main two particle correlat!on to be studied in order to reconstruct the
fragment excited states aye (p + a), (d + a), (or + ct). The experimenta} threshold of the Bragg peak

is set to be above Li fragments for reducing the trigger rate. Therefore there are no experimenta}
data for p, d and a. Experimental y!eld of the light charged particles as p, d and a must be strongly
affected by sequeRtiai decay feeding comparing to heavier particles. 'The another reason why we have
not taken H and He isotopes besides the trigger rate is the diMculty on the yield correction for those

light charged particles. On this point of view, isotope temperature is the most simple methods to
obtain the nuclear temperature in the experimental setup using BCC.

5.1.5 Chemical Temperature

   Isotope temperature is a strong tool to make nuclear temperature measurement beeause of its
experimental simplicity. The princip}e of this methods is same as excited state population methods
assumiBg Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution on the states population. Instead of identifying the states,
total yield ratio between isotopes are used to extract temperatuve. In this meÅíhod, binding energy
difference is the probe for extracting temperature instead of the exclted state energy difference on

the excited state temperature rr}ethod. Not only thermal equilibrium but also chemical equilibrium
is assumed in this method. The detail will be discussed in followiRg sectioB.

5.2 IsotopeTemperature

   Isotope temperature method was first introduce by S.Albergo in 1985 I83]. After the publication

of his paper in this method, many experimental study have been performed in order to extract
nuclear temperature. Although isotope temperature method is a very simple and strong tool, excited
state ternperature became more common tool as a nuc}ear thermometer because the excited stated
temperature can niake more direct the temperature measurement. UnfortuRately, probing nuclear
liquid-gas phase transition, wh;ch has been the main aim of the temperature measurement, have
not be succeeded using the excited state temperature. IR 1995, j. Pochodza!ia reported the "ca}oric
curve" which clearly show the appearanee of nuclear liquid-gas phase transition [89]. There are two

points which iRsist that they are in complete gas phase because of their very high temperature above
a plateau. Using excited state temperature, they cannot produce such sharp turning point from the
plateau in the high energy density region. The conc}usioR on the origin of t}ie dlfference between
caloric curves obtained by the isotope temperature and by the excited stated temperature, have not
stiil been confirmed. Opinions are divided on this subject. My opinion is that, one cannot readily
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believe that the appearance of the }iquid-gag. phase transition can be measured neitheT by the isotope

temperature nor by the excited state temperature. It is because these method assume the existence
of the fragments to be detected, which can not exist }n a complete nucleon gas phase. They have
sensitivities on only a remaining information on the produced temPerature on the nuclear collisien.

The relation between the isotope ternperature or the excited state temperature and the maximum
terr}perature appeared in a nuclear co}lision have been vigorously studied by theorists [98]. The
physical meaning Df the lsotope temperature is still not clear. We may leave this details to See.7 aRd

discuss about the analysis using isotope temperature method.

5.2.1 OriginalFormalism

   There are two widely used isotope thermometers THeDT and TlleLi. They can be expressed in
the fol}owing relation ttsing the isotope yield Y.

THepT = 14.3fln ( YD'YaHe
YT'Y3He

1.6 ) (49)

THeLt = 16/ln ( Y6Li'Y4He
}'77Li'Y3He

• 2.18)
(50)

These thermometers can be obtained within original isotope method introduced by S. Albergo et al.
[83]. THeLi was used in the caloric curve reported by Pochodzalla [89]. Eq.50 includes a correctlon

factor for the sequential decay. According to Albergo et al., density of a fragment (A, Z) at the local

thermal and chemicai equilibrium wiÅíh temperature T can be expressed as below.

p(A, z) == Gi.2 w(A, z)exp (pa(Ai Z))
(51)

Here ATN : hlan ls thermal nucleon wave-}ength. MN ls the nuc}eon mass. w(A,Z) is
internal partition function of (A, Z). It can be expressed as below.

CV(A'Z) : ,.,.]i/iil,t.t,,(2St + l)eXP (- El'F)
(52)

The chemica} potentials pa(A,Z) can be expressed using chemical potential of free proton psp and
netttron ptn and the nuclear binding energy B(A,Z) at the chemica} equilibrium.

pa(A, z) = zpa, + (A - z)pa. + B(A, z) (53)

Firom Eq.51, free proton deRsity ppF and neutron density pnF can be expressed using their chemical
potential ptp and pan•

     ppF == Ag2.Nexp(l3t)

    PnF =: x-;.eXP({f'5) (54)
Using Eq.51 aRd Eq.54, fragment density can be expressed using the three itnknown quantity T, ppF
and pnF•

p(A, Z) -- A312
A;(:-1)

cv(A,Z)ppZFp.AFwwZexp(B(A, Z)
2A T

(55)
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Now if we got three lndependent fragment densities, we could extract T, ppF and pnF. Instead of
extracting the fragment densities, isotope yie}d ratios wi}} be used in order to get Cl", ppF and p.F. If

     ;i:ll Z.Il =: k:,i] (s6)
can be assumed for fragrneBt yields Y of fragments (Ai,Zi) and (A2, Z2), the sing!e isotope yield
ratio can be expressed as below.

     IIII[i{l;l;;] = ({l;,;)312(Ag2iv)"i-A2 :i;[ll;i:;]p,z.i-z2pÅíA.i-zi)-(A2-z2)

                        B(Ai, Zi) - B(A2, Z2)
                                                                                  (57)                   Å~exp                                T
Taking into only ground states into the int,ernal partition function tu(/l, Z), Eq.49 and Eq.50 can be

obtained. General}y, T can be expressed using doub}e yield ratio (YiY2)1(Y3Y4)•

     T== Blin (aeE) (ss)
Here Yi,2,3,4 are isotope yie}ds. In order to get Eq.58, there are strong restriction on selecting isotope

combinations and the excited state influence on the intemal partition function;

          [(A, - Z,) - (A2 - Z2) = (A3 - Z3) - (A4 - Z4) == O] n [IZi - Z2I =: IZ3 - Z4 11

       U [Zi - Z2 == Z3 - Z4 rr Ol fi l[Ai - A,I =: IA3 - A,l]

                                                                                  (59)

and

     w(A, Z) =2s,.,.+1. (60)
These restriction is to get simp!e temperature formu}a Eq.58 using double ratio. All the experimental
and theoretieal studies except of the present work have used Eq.58 becattse of the simp}icity. It may
because the detected isotopes are restricted on p, d, a and Li isotopes. With all the simp}icity, the

restriction Eq.59 have smal} significance. Without Eq.59, there are huge number of combinations
which can be used as the thermometers. In the following section, extended formalism to get all the
possible thermometers wi}} be introduced. This double ratio method can be app}ied to a high energy
heavy ion experiment as same as for the excited states temperature. For example,

     T- B/in (a f,-pmE.'-) (6i)
can be a chemical thermometer for a very high temperatlire (T > 100MeV) system.

5.2.2 Extended Formalism

    In our experiment, 6Li,7Li,8Li,9Li,7Be,9Be,iOBe fragments can be

yield can be obtained. Using these seven isotope yields, there are only
satisfy Eq.59. All the eight double ratios are written in the following.

         Y(7Li)Y(9Be) Y(7Li)Y(8Li) Y(7M)2 Y(8Li)Y(iOBe)
         Y(6Li)Y(iOBe)' Y(6Li)Y(9Li)' Y(6M)Y(8M)' Y(9Li)Y(9Be) '
         Y(7Li)Y(9Li) Y(6Li)Y(iOBe) Y(6M)Y(9Be)
           Y(8Li)2 ' Y('Be)Y(9Li) 'Y(7Be)Y(8Li)

identified, and then

eight double ratios

Y(7Li)y(iOBe)

         '

 their

which

y(8L i)Y(9Be)

(62)
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Without the restrictioR Eq.59 for making doub}e ratio, there are huge number of available ratio
combinations. There are four unknown quantities to be extracted. T, ppF, pnF and the ratio r : plY
between Åíhe fragmenÅí density p(A,Z) and the yield Y(ui!,Z). 'l]he ratio r is needed because of the

assumption Eq.56. Thus, T, ppF, pnF and r can be obtalned from four isotope yields. The direct
deviation from the four yields to T, ppF, p.F and r is very complicated. Of course it is possible using

Eq.55 and Eq.56, but we will use the single yield ratio as the experimenta} observable instead of the

raw isotope yields. It is because the calculation is much more simple than that from raw isotope
yie}ds.

   As shown in Eq.57, a}} single yield ratios Ri = Y(itli, Zi)/Y(A2, Z2) can be expressed as below
[83].

    Ri :(X")""CipBbpS'.a,expATBt (63)
where Ri is the i-th single ratio. The index n,C means ni = Zi - Z2 and Ci = (Ai - Zi) - (A2 - Z2)•
Binding energy differences are ABi = B(Ai, Zi)-B(A2, Z2), and ai == (ATN!2)Ai-A2 (AiIA2)3!2w(Ai, Zi)

   Single yield ratio Eq.(63) can be obtained using Eq.(56) with the assumption,

p(A, Z) oc Y(A, Z) (64)

We should notice that the information about the angular distribution ofthe fragment density p(A, Z)

have been included into the calculation as experimental results.

   The three unknown quantity T, ppF and pnF can be extracted from the three experirnental single
ratios. Using the single ratios, the ratio r do not have to be extracted because of Eq.56.

   From Eq.63, the three single isotepe yield ratio Ri, RJ•, Ric can extract T, ppF and p.F as following.

    T= XaiABilln fi (.R)i/ori)at =: B/ln(Rlcr(T)). (65)
        i=1,3 i=1,3
    PpF =: Ag2. I(illl)C' (Ili'i)C-'exp(AB'Cz il AB'C' )] n,E, ln,c,

    Pn" = A;.[([lf)n' ({l';)"-texp(AB,6t i; ABzCi )]c,,,l,,,,

where ai = Cjnk -CknJ• for (i,j,k) = cyclic order of (1,2,3).

to select which two single ratios to make ppF and pnF•

     (i,i k) - (i, 1'), (o', k), (k, i)

(66)

(67)

There are three possible combinations

(68)

In Eq.65, bind
simplicity.

       B=

Rx
a(T) ==

ing energy parameter B, "rnulti ratio" R and a factor a(T) are introduced for a

2 aiABi
i=1,3

H ,R,ai

i--1,3

III    aia{

i=1,3

the factor a(T)

(69)

The reason why depends on T is that, ori contaiRs the internal partition function
w(A, Z) which are general}y depend on T if they contain the excited states into the summation except

of the ground states.
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5.2.3 Available.Combinations

 t- ••••/ •/• • •   In this section number of possible combinations to reconstruct the T, ppF and pnF is stttdied.
There are,twenty one single ratios cornbined by the seven isotopes.

         Y(iOBe) Y(iOBe) Y(iOBe) Y(9Be) Y(iOBe) Y(iOBe) Y(9Be)
         y(6Li) ' Y(7Be)' y(9Li) ' Y(6Li)' Y(7Li) ' Y(8Li) 'Y(7Be)'
         Y(9Be) Y(9Be) Y(7Be) Y(8Li) Y(9Be) Y(7Li) Y(ieBe)
         y'(7Li)' y(8Li)' y(9Li)'y(6Li)' y(9Li)'y(6Li)' y(9Be) '

   ' Y(9Li)'Y('Be) Y(9Li) Y(7Be) Y(8Li) Y(9Li) Y(7Be)
                                                                                  (7e)
         Y(6Li) ' Y(6Li) 7 Y(8Li) ' Y(7Li) ' Y(7Li)' Y(7Li) ' Y(8Li)

Tbe maximum combination number Cmax is the combination choosing three quantity frorn twenty
one quantity.

     Cmax =2i C3=3illliTs! =" 1330 (71)
Because of the possibility of se}ecting two single ratio to reconstruct free nlicleon densities as Eq.68,

there are

     Cmax X3C2 Å~3C2 =: 11970 (72)
combinations to get T, ppF and pnF. The main aim this chapter is to extract the nuclear temperature,

therefore, the optional combinations frorn Eq.68 are ignored. That will be discussed in Sec.6. In
Cmax = 1330 combinations, there are those combinations which can produce only two quantity
(T,ppF) or (T,pnF). It is because all the single ratios selected for these multi ratio don't have
informations about ppF or pnF. 'I['hey are corresponding to those ratio which n =: O or e : O. There

are nine single ratio which n == O and thTee siRgle ratio which C == O. In order to get T, we don't have

to use three single ratio but two for t}}ese eombinations. ThRs the corrected number of combinatioR
is

     Ctotal =: Cmax -gC3 m3C3 +gC2 +3C2 ": l284• (73)
Although 1284 patterns of multi ratio can be extracted from the I284 single ratio cornbinations, they

are not }ndependent from each other. It is because the single ratios are consisted by the raw isotope
yields, therefore, produced multi ratio written by isotope yields can be same as another single ratSo
combinations. After reducing the "double counting" patterns, the number of t}}e combination is 238.

In those 238 multi ratios, there are eight mu}ti ratio which a(T) = O. These ratio can not produce
the temperature. Thus, the available independent combination CT shou}d be reduced.

     CT :238-8 :230 (74)
This number CT : 230 is the avallable number of multi ratio combinations for extracting tempera-
tures.

5.3 Excited State Correction

5.3•1 CorrectionProcedure

   If we consider the existence of the excited states, w(A, Z) should be a function of T. Therefore
T should be obtained as a numerical solution of Eq.65.
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     W(A`' Z) "= ,...]l/Ii,t.t,,(25'+1)eXP (IEil'S) (75)

wltere si and Ei means the spin and excitation eRergy of the i-th states. The summation sheuld be
performed for O S Ei S several Å~ T. k is because' those excited states which Ei g several Å~ T are

diracult to be produced in the environment with T. Here T is assumed eo be within leMeV at the
freeze out condition, therefore the maximum excited state energy in the summation should be about
                            't- 20-30MeV. ' ' '' '
5.3.2 CorrectedResults .

   The relation between T and R have been obtained as numerical soiutions for each
nation for

ratio combi-

   1. w(A, Z) = (2s,, + l)

     ground state only

  2• w(A, Z) "= Zi.,,g,+.(2si -l- 1)exp (`Elrl')

     ground state + 7-excited states

have been estimated as Fig.64. Expected temperature for (gs+7) must be significantly srr}aller than

tkat of (gs) for same R. As shown in Fig.64, the correction effects are strongly depend on the
ratio combination. The reason why the ratio combination dependence on the correction effects are so

strong may due to the structure of the excited states. The correction should be performed in order to
get proper #emperature. A}though the excited states correction is indispensable, the correction is not

needed if we make yield correction which is dlscussed the in sequential decay correction (section 5.5).

The main aim of the yield correctioR is collsidered Åío be sequential decay, however, Åíhe yield correction

can be applied for any kind of physical effects which can make infiuence on the experimental yields.
Thus, after the yleld correction fitting, we can consider that the yield correction factor contains the

correction effects for the existence of the excSted states at the chemical freeze out. Therefore the
excited state correction on the internal partition function do not have to be performed explicitiy in
the calcu}atioR. No one have tried to put the excited states inte the internal partition function w for

the ground-canonical c}assical model. According to Albergo, the lniluence of the excited states in the

partition fuBction can be negligible in the classical grand--canonical treatment [132]. He compared
the resu}ts obtained by a elassica} grand-canonical treatmene without excited states infiuence, and

by Quantum Statistical Model which take all the excited states into the calculation. The results
are very similar with each other. It means that at least for the classical treatment, we can obtain
the temperatRre without exclted states correction, which ltave close value to the results of Quantum
Statistica} Model.

5.4 Isotope Yield Estimation

    Energy spectra are obtained using the isotope sepayation procedure written in Chap3. Back-
ground eveRts are subtracted run by run considering the fiuctuation of the beam profile. IMF-
multipiicity (Inclusive, 2, and 3) selected energy spectra for 6,7,8,9Li and 7,9,ieBe fragments are

obtained. For E393 data, high multiplicity events are studied only for the PIO-gas mode. Energy
shift caused by the energy loss in the foil targets and the entrance windows of the detectors are
corrected. Seven energy spectra obtained by the inplane counters, which are corresponding to the
laboratory angle of 300, 500, 700, 900, 1100, 1300, and 1500, are ttsed for the isotope temperature
analysis.
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Figure 64: ry-excited state effects. Re}ation between T and R for (gs:ground state) and
(gs+7:ground state + or-excited states) were shown. The excited states effects have strong
ratio combination dependences,(a):R == (Yo(9Li)3Yo(7Be)2)/(Yo(7Li)3Yo(iOBe)2), and (b):R =
(Yo(8Li)3Yo('Be))/(Ye(7Li)3Yo(iOBe)).

5.4.1 Deformed Moving Source Model Fitting

   In order to estimate the total yield of the each fragment, deformed moving source mode} have
been used to fit all the each energy spectya. Considering the existence ofsideward yield enhancement
[112][1l3], sideward deformation factor is introduced phenomenologica}ly into the usual single moving

source model.

   A}1 the inclusive energy spectra can be fitted using the deformed moving source model successfully,

therefore, the total yie}ds of each isotopes can be obtained as continuous functions of the angle.
Fig.113, l14, 115, l16, 117, 118, 1!9 show the results of the deformed moving source model fitting
on the E393 inclusive energy spectra for Au, Sm and Ag targets. The complete deformed moviRg
source mode} fitting can be performed on}y for E393 inclusive data because both of the PIO data and
CF4 data are needed to produce energy spectra with wide energy dynamic range. Fjtting parameters
except of the normalizing parameters No and Nf have been fixed with those value obtaiRed by the
deforrned moving source model fitting on E393 inclusive data in the energy spectra fitting on E393
high multiplicity data and E337 data. It is because the meaning of the IMF-mu}tiplicity is different

from each other in PIO mode aRd CF4 mode. In the CF4 mode, }ow energy fragments cannot make
a trigger becaRse of its large stopping power. For E337 data, there are no CF4 data. For the [I]m
target data of E337, the same shape parameters for Au target are used.

   Al} the obtained fitting parameters on the E393 inclgsive spectra are listed in Tab.l9, 20 and
'I[lab.21 w!thout listiRg fitting errors. Isotope dependence of the shape parameters are also shown in

Fig.65. Here normalization factor Ne and IVf are treated in arbltrary units. No and IVf obtained
on E393 high IMF-multiplicity events and E337 data are written in Tab.22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and
Tab.28.
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Figure 65 : Isotope dependence of the fieting parameters for Au,Sm and Ag targets,
    obtained by the deformed moving source model fitting.
        The fitting results are shown in Appendix.8.

5.4.2 Error estimation

   Initial statistieal error is contained ln the energy speetra. Typical isotope yield and resukant
statistical errors are shown in Tab.12. Statistical error of the integrated isotope yield ( Y, ay ) is

estimated by the fitting errors.

     Y(e,Pi,P2,,,,ps)=f,oof(E,e,pi,p2,,,,ps)dE (76)

Here f is the fitting functioA of Åíhe energy spectra, pi are the fitting parameters. Resultant statistical

error ay of the yield Y is estimated using the staeistical errors of the fitting parameters ai as foIIowing.

    ay(e,pi,p2,,,,ps)2 == Åíti (p-Yi)2a,2• . (77)

Typical value of the statistical errors oR the isotope yield is about 1 N 59{o.

   Systematic errors caused in the energy spectra fittlng should be considered. Possible source of
the systematic errors are listed in the following.

   e Detector dependence of the fragment detection eMciencies

   e Uncertainties on the !sotope $eparation
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[ =Ellfi=!
Rawcounts 4508.l 14796 4621.7 1435.2 1715.5 8809.2 12494.3
Stat.errors 78.37 140.88 92.54 45.15 56.44 I04.08 120.16

(Inc.) (l.74%) (O.95Yo) (2.00-%) (3.l5%) (3.29tr/e) (1.189o) (1.05Yo)

Rawcounts i515.5 5278.3 1985.7 599.67' 632.23 2635.1 3669.3
Stat.errors 39.105 73.098 45.941 26.097 25.447 51.786 60.920

(M2) (2.58%) (1.38%) (2.319o) (4.35%) (4.0391e) (1.97%) (l.669o)

Rawcounts 168.0 549.0 191.8 75.2 74.0 250.0 389.0

Stat.errors i2.962 23.431 14.105 8.872 8.602 15.811 19.723

(M3) (7.72oro) (4.28ero) (7.36%) (11.80%) (IL63%) (6.35tr/o) (5.07Yo)

[l]able 12: Typical isotope yield detected by a counter with Au targets in E337 (after background
subtractions).

   e Determination of the eRergy range for the fitting

Each of the above source may results systematic flttctuation as the anguiar dependence of the energy

spectTa. The facÅí that there aye sma}1 observed fluctuations, such kind of systematic error may
be treated as small. However, systematic errors caused in the energy spectra fitting may ltot be
negligible. Resultant systematic fiuctuaeions of the isotope yield wi}1 be contradicted to the yield
distributions expected by thermal equilibrium. They wi11 be discussed and systematic errors will be
estimated in the following section. As shown in there, typical systematlc errors on the ffnal results
of the temperature is about 10 9o.

5•4.3 Shape Dlfference and Angular Distribution Difference between Isotopes

   Using the resules of the deformed moving source model fitting, tota} yie}ds can be obtained by
integrating frorr} E] == O to E --ÅÄ oo at each angle. Obta}ned yields are shown in Fig.66 and Fig.67 as

a function of the laboratory angle.

   What must be noticed is the shape-differences between the angular distyibutions of the different
isotopes. The sideward peaking angular distyibutions are observed for 6Li, 7Li, 7Be, 9Be. On the
other hand, 8Li, 9Li, iOBe have relatively small sideward yield enhancement for al} the reactions

(Fig.66 and Fig.66). If we try to explain the shape differences between the different isotopes uslng

statistical thermodynamics, we must conclude that re}atively low ternperature shou}d be observed
at the sideward region of the emission source. It is because unstable fyagment production should
needs higher temperature environment, as high as their binding energy differences, tkan that of the
stable fragments. On other words, if the temperature distrlbution of the hot source were uniform, the
angu}ar distributions of the each lsotope yields might have same shapes of the angular distributioRs.

Now qua}itative discussion can be made on aRisotropy of nuc}ear temperature distributlon of the
source nuc}ear matter only using isotope yie}d angu}ar distributions, however, quantitative discussion

wi}1 be able to performed after isotope temperature ana}ysis. I sha}1 return to this subject later.
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5.5 Sequential Decay Correction

5.5.1 Yie}d Correction

    At first temperatures are calculated for all the cornbinations as functions of angies without
any yield corrections. In this calculation, we consider only gTound states into the cv(A,Z). The
influence of the excited states can be a}so corrected in the yield correction discussed iR the fol}owing.

The results are distributed in a wide range between -2eMeV < T < 50MeV. In order to select
pvoper ratio combination, the binding energy difference B == Åíi.,,i,3 aiABi !n Eq.65 can be used as

a standard. It is because if we select large value of the quantity

6B :I 2 aiABill 2 a?• ,

      i=1,3 i= 1,3
(78)

the fluctuatlon of the temperature distribution become narrow [88]. Scatter plot of the obtaiRed
temperatuye .vs. 6B are shown in Fig.69. The main origin of the fluctuation can be the infiuence of
the sequential decay. In order to correct the influence, each isotope yie}ds Y(A, Z) may be corrected

as below.

Yo(A, Z) == Y(A, Z)lh(A,Z) (79)

   If we knew exact values of the k(A,Z) and calculated the temperatures lising corrected yields
Yo, the fiuctuation must be disappeared. That is to say, if we put one set of k(A,Z) and got sharp
temperature distribution, the origin of the fiuctuation might be the sequential decay or some other
unknown influence on the isotope yie}ds.

   On the simi}ar procedure used in [881, the temperature distributions are tried to be fitted us-
ing seven k(A,Z) parameters in order to get sharp temperature distribution. The experimental
inclusive results of our KEK experiinents (12GeVp + Au,Tm,Sm,Ag;eLAB = 340 and 8GeVp +
Au, Sm, x`lg; eLAB =: 340), FNAL experiment (80GeV/op + Xe; eLAB =: 340 ) [18] and MSU experi-
ment (35AMeVIV + Ag; eLAB : 380 ) l77] are studied. Here eLAB means the emission angle of the
fragments. The yield at eLAB = 340 for the KEK experiment is extracted using the results of the
deformed moving source model fitting. The fitting parameters are the seven k(A, Z), which are set
to have common values between each reactions. The variance around To for all the combinations
which has 6B > 5MeV are calcu}ated in the fitting procedure. The parameter fitting is performed
in order to produce the minimum variance.

     Te =: ilisz,{tii.a,i (so)
Variance = 2(Ti - To)21a,2•

           i

(81)

Here the summation on i is performed for 6B > 5MeV combinations. A
distribution can be obtained using the fitting results of h(A, Z).

very sharp temperature

5.5.2 Parameter Fitting

In the parameter fitting, the yie}d correction factor k(A, Z)

to be determined. The quantity to be minimized is
for the seven isotopes are the parameters
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S =' t9.,\ (T2 -.,TO')2 -nv w(ToJ.g - To(Msu))2,
(82)

where i is correspoRding to all the ratio comblnations with 6B > 5. j' 'is the suMx of each reaction.

2' -- 9 means the MSV resuits. W is constraint parameter which is indispensable to get c!ose To
value for MSU [88] to the corresponding excited state temperature Tex = 4.0 Å} O.4MeV. W has ,
been determined in order to get the most sharp Åíemperature distribution within the constraint of
4.0 - O.4 S To(MSU) S 4.0 + e.4. There are strong correlation betweeR VV and Te, and between V;i

and Width;

2)jxTi

ai
(\

Åí-- : th id W
(83)

As shown in Fig.68, we must ttse very small values of To comparing to Tex == 4.0 Å} O.4MeV, in
order to get the smallest Width. Using non-zero va}ue of YV, we can get acceptable To(MSU) va}ue.
Considering the lower limit of To(MSU), W has been determined as W == 500MeV-2. Typical fitted

results are listed in Tab.13.
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Figure 68: W dependence of To(MSU) and Width

5.5.3 Fitting Results

After the parameter fitting, sharp distribution of corrected temperatures are obtained as shown in
Fig.69 and Fig.70.

   The exlstence of the remaining fluctuation of the corrected temperature distTibution may imply
that there are another origin of the yield distortion in addition to the common yield distortion.

   The common correcting factor k(A, Z) shou}d be not common in a strict sense because of the
different freeze out temperatures. It is because the h(A,Z) strongly depend on the excited state
population distributions, which may depend on the freeze out temperature. Considering the fact
that there are some reactions which have very sharp corrected distribution, the iarge remaining
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W Li Li Li Li Be Be VVidth Te(MSU)
10000 O.27 O.20 O.11 O.045 O.10 O.40 328 3.94

5000 O.21 O.14 O.065 O.024 o.eg2 O.28 301 3.95

1000 O.16 O.11 e.o6o O.024 O.095 O.31 213 3.80

500 O.26 O.20 O.12 O.053 O.11 O.39 161 3.66

100 O.15 O.11 O.079 O.040 O.091 O.33 59.4 3.25

o 2.8Å~10- 1.0Å~10- 1.2Å~10- O.050 O.025 O.21 1.5Å~10la O.882

Tablg 13: Obtained yield correction factors k(A,Z) for various l?V(MeV-2). The listed factors are
normalized with k(7Be) = 1.

12GeYp+Aa 8GeVp+A FNALc MSU Width
W(MeV'2) Au Tm Sm Ag Au Sm Ag

IOOOO 3.93 4.74 6.28 5.35 4.69 6.79 6.50 5.23 3.94 328
soeo 3.96 4.73 6.30 5.38 4.71 6.90 6.52 5.24 3.95 3el

1000 3.84 4.49 6.00 5.19 4.51 6.57 6.17 5.06 3.80 213
500 3.72 4.27 5.70 4.97 4.32 6.24 5.85 4.85 3.66 161

100 3.34 3.67 4.85 4.34 3.77 5.30 4.93 4.24 3.25 59.4

e O.909 O.920 O.995 O.968 O.931 l.02 0981 e.962 O.882 O.OOO15

No Correction 4.09 4.10 5.52 5.15 4.54 4.80 5.63 4.96 3.53 l2179

Table l4: (a),(b): KEI< results are deduced using the isotope yields which are estimated for eLAB =
34o.

(c): FNAIj resu}t (80GeVlcp+ .Xe, eLAB == 340) [l81.
(d) : MSU result ( 35AMeV A' + Ag, eLAB = 380) [77].
To for MSU is forced to be around 4.0 Å} O.4MeV.
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Figure 69: Correction results on the nine reactioRs.

of before the correctlons, plotted as functions of iB.

correctlon.

Left frames show the temperature distributions
The right frames shows the results of after the

Li Li Li Li Be Be Be
k(A,Z) O.25 O.19 O.12 O.052 1 O.11 O.39

Table l5: Obtained yield correction factors for each isotope. k(A,Z) is normalized as k(7Be) =: l.

fluctuatioR for some other reactions must be caused by a systematic error in the yield estimation.
The fluctuation of the corrected temperature distribution can not be disappeared even using non-
common k(A, Z). It means that a width of the corrected temperature distribution can be treated as
a re}iability of the experimental data. The width

     RMS =: Åí (Ti -T)21 Åí (84)
              6Bi>5MeV 6Bi>5MeV

for each reactions are listed in the Tab.15. The most probable temperatures To for the each reaction'

are also listed in the Tab.l6. Here Ti means the extracted temperatures corresponding to each ratio
combinations obtained by corrected Yo(A,Z) : Y(A,Z)lk(A, Z). The surnmation is performed only
for such combinations that 6B > 5MeV.

   In order to define a slRgle thermometer which can present the temperature close to the To, one
combination which has the largest 6B = 12.IMeV is selected. For this combination, R, a, B in
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for before and after the correction.

nine reactlons. Resultant temperature distributions are shown

8GeVp+Aa 12GeVp+A FNALc MSU
Au Sm Ag Au Tm Sm Ag

 To 4.1 5.9
RMS O.30 O.44

 28'oo9 f,g 636ol 5.3 5.0
O.29 O.36

•38 4ol •26 6o9

Tab}e 16: The most probable temperatures Te(MeV) and standar
butions RMS(MeV).
",bPresent results estimated for eLAB =: 340•

CFNAL result (80-350 GeVlc p + Xe, OLAB == 340) [18]•
dMSU result (35 MeVlnucleon N + Ag, eLAB == 380) [77].

Te for MSU is forced to be aroand 4.0Å}e.4 MeV.

d deviations of temperature d!stri-
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yield dlstribution of before correction ( triangle points ) and after correctlon

Eq.65 can be wrltten

R= (
as below.

 Ye(9Li)1 (Yo(iOBe
 yo (7Li) 1 N }•ro (9 Li)

Yo(9Li)3Yo<7Be)2

)) -2 ( Yo (7Be)

Yo (7Li)

      Yo (7 Li)3 Yo (iOBe)2

B = [B(9Li) - B(7M)] - 2[B(ieBe) -

   = -36.44MeV
. .. {(g)g(AIN)2::;[;,LLz,i} {(lllOL)g

   == i7.01(gs),

2)

B(9M)] + 2[B(7Be

(AIN f')w(iOBe

) - B(7Li)]

)}-2.{ w(7Be)
2}

(85)

(86)

(9Li) w('Li)

here a is estimated considering only ground states into the partition function w(A,Z).
nuclear temperature for this selected combination "TLiBe" can be simply obtained.

Then

(87)

the

TLiBe = m36.44MeV/ln (Ye(9M)3Yo(7Be)2
Yo (7Li)3Ye (iOB

e)2117'Ol ) (88)
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One can estimate nuc}eatr temperature using Eq.88 that wil} reproduce almost same value as the
most probable temperature To without the complicated procedure. The diffeyence between Te and
the selected thermometer TLiB, can be found on Fig.72 and Fig.73. In Fig.72, angular distributioR
of To are shown in Fig.73, and that of TLiB, are plotted. They are very simi}ar with each other. [rhe
6B for this case can be calculated as below.

              IBI    6B= i+ 22+22 =: i2•i5MeV (sg)
   In addition, we can calculate free proton density and free nttcleon density using Eq.54 for this

combination. They can be obtained using the two single ratios in the combination as be!ow. As
mentioned before, there are additional possibility to seleet the two single ratios from the above three

ratios.

   F}ree proton density ppF can be written as; -

    PpF = g2N Yrir;7'i(igOLB,e)) (fltT)213 .tu([9,LBt,))..p (-B(iOBe}+B(gLz))

          = Ag2N ]Li' ?;t,((igOLBie)) (fli)2i3 exp (-i9 itilMeY) (go)

or

              2 Ye(7Be)2 Ye(9Li) r7X213 tu(7Li) w(7Li)
    PPF : 8. yo(7Li)2 yo(7Li) kg7 w(7Be)w(gLi)

            ,.p (mB(9Be) + B(7Lt) -T 2B(7Be) + 2B(7Lz))

         =: All. }}',?70,((7,Bme)),2 lll:[li::] (li)2i3,.p (-i•sTMev)

                                                                              (91)

   and free netttron density p.Ir can be written as;

    pnF : AS. [lllg[li3 (g)213:[lÅí3,.p(-B(gLt)T+B(7L,))]i12

         == AilN [llli[;ili3 (ll)2i3 exp(m6 iTMeV)]ii2 (g2)

or

              2 Yo(iOBe) Yo(7Li) r9X213 w(9Li) w(7Be)
    P"F = AgN yo(gLi) yo(7Be) kT61 w(ioBe)w(7Li)

            ,.p (B('eBe) - B(9Lz)T- B('Be) +B('Li))

         = AS. }1'i,?7'i(i,eLB,e)) 1}t17,e((,7jliz)) (Eilli)2134 ,.p (-16 gt;Mev) (g3)

   It will be discussed in Sec.6. In Sec.6, most probable values of the free nuc}eon densitSes are
treated as same as for the To estimation discussed in this section. If we want to obtain a value of

free Rucleon density without calcu}ating all the avai}able combinations, above formula can be used
as wel} as for the temperature estimation.
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E337 E393
Au Tm Sm Ag Au Sm Ag

inclusive 6.22% l5.269o 5.19% 7.39oro 8.289fe Z83% 3.95oro

Multip}icity:2 6.61% 16.47% 5.27% 9.98% 7.67% 7.83ero 5.25Yo

Multiplicity=3 5.86% 15.26% ll.41% 11.77% 7.38ero 8.64% 7.4e%

Table 17: Resu}taRt total errors (statistical error + systematic error) in the final resu}ts of isotope

temperature, obtained by the RMS values.

5.6 Extracted Temperature

5.6.1 AngularDistribution

   Angular distributions of the obtained temperature To are shown in Fig.72. The RMS value has
been used as systematic eryor. The typica} error bar (RA4S) is shown in the same figure. RMS of
the corrected temperature distribution for the high multiplicity events are a}so obtained as same as
for the inclusive data.

   We performed complete "deformed moving source model" fitting on the energy spectra of all
isotopes in order to make yield estimation, so angular distributions can be obtained as continuous
functions of emission angle. The resttlts are shown in Fig.72 with IMF-mu}tiplicity selection. Heye

IMF-multip}icity = 2 or 3 means that there were 2 or 3 counter hits in the PIO gas operation mode.
In Flg.72, anisotropic "U-Shape" angular distributions are observed for temperature distribueion.
There are small IMF-mukiplicky dependences on the temperature distriblltlons. The globa} shape
of the angular distribution has small ratio selection dependenees at least for }arge 6B combinations.

We noted a l!ttle earlier that the shape differences between the angu}ar distributions of the isotope
yields should give anisotropic angu}ar distribution of the temperature. The results shown in Fig.72
agree with the expectation.

   [itirning now to discuss about angular distribution and origin of the sideward peaking of the
fragment emission. The anisotropiÅë angular distributions of the temperature and the density imply
that the chemical freeze out have been established before the total remnant reaehed to thermal
equilibrium. What must be noticed is that even forward channels show high temperatures as well
as backward channels. One explanation may be that, this is the trace of fire ball which penetrate
the target nuc}ei with the projectile. If we suppose the penetrating picture, U-Shape of temperature

and free nttcleon density, and also sideward peaking fragment density can be expected as a naturai
consequence. It must be noted that there is an assumptien in the isoeope temperature method that
the fragmeRt density at the chemical equilibrium should be proportional to the exper!mental yields
(pilp2 =: YilY2). Therefore, the sideward peaking of the !sotope deRsity have been put into the
ca}cu}ation. In spite of the assumption, shape difference of the angular distribution of the isotope

yields are indispensable to get anisotropic angu}ar distribution of the temperature and the denslty.

The U-Sltape angular distribution prove ciear}y that there are anisotropic temperature and density
distribution in the fragment emission source, and that the fragment density distribution must be the
origin of the sideward yield enhancement of the fragments.
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5.6.2 Target Mass Dependence

   Target dependence of the obtained BuÅëlear temperatures can be fouRd in Fig.72. Absolute values
of them seem to have an tendency that higher temperature are produced in the lighter target reaceion.

A}though theye observed target mass dependences, the "A-dependence" can not be recognized as a
clear correlation. It is because the A-dependences are not clear in the inclusive condition, and
because the observed temperatures for the silver target reactions are not always higher than any
other targets. Any way the tendency to have higher temperature at lighter target reactions can be
understood considering the shared deposited energy on the target nuclei. Deposited energy can be
considered to be roughly proportional to the penetrating path length of the incident proton. Then
the mean energy density in the residual nuclei can be obtained for a central collision as below.

     pE == iS:ni.g.th, == 4fe.A,3/l3i%, er Atrm2i3 (g4)

[rhe observed A-dependence can Rot be recognized'as a simple corre}ation written as Eq.94. However,

Åíhe global tendency can be understood qualitatively us!ng Eq.94. 0f course Eq.94 represents a relation

between the target mass and the mean energy density, thus A-dependence of the temperature can
not be obtained straightforwardly. Considering the caloric curve, the relation between temperature
and energy densiÅíy can be wTitten as below.

     T o( vlPEi(LiquidPhase)

     T o( const.(MixedPhase)
     T o( pE(GasPhase)
                                                                                  (95)

Considering Eq.95, A-dependenee may be srna}l if the nuclei can be recognized as in liquid-gas mixed
phase. In order to make detail discussion on this topics, energy density estimation is indispensable.

5.6.3 BeamEnergy Dependence

   As for beam energy dependence, it can a}so be found in Fig.72. Because of the existence of
angular dependence and IMF-multiplicity dependence, the relation between the beam energy and
the obtained nuclear temperature is not clear. There are two facts which can be found in Fig.72 as
beam energy dependences.

l. IMF-multipiicity dependences for the light target reaction at Ep = 12GeV is stTong.

2. Shape of U-Shape the angular distribution is not same for different beam energy.

High IMF-multiplicity selection means very high temperature event seiection for Ep = 12GeV, on the
other hand, there are small IMF-multiplicity dependence at Ep == 8GeV. Deposited energy should be
larger for higher beam energy reaction, therefore, higher temperatures should be observed at higher

beam energy reactions in a nuclear gas phase. The small beam energy dependence except for light
target reaction can be exp}ained as a resuks of plateau in the ca}oric curve.

5.6.4 IMF Multiplicity DependenÅëe

   As
8GeV

 pointed out
reactlon, on

in

the
the previous
other hand,

section, there are small

strong IMF-multiplicity
IMF-multiplicity dependence
dependences have been found

for

at ;g
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l2GeV. !MF-multiplicity have been recognized as a prove for the impact parameter on the collision.

On this assumption, deposited energy shou}d be }arger for higher IMF-multiplicity events than that
of lower IMF-multip}icity events. However, IMF-multiplicity dependence can be found on}y at light
target reaction with Ep = 12GeY. Possible reason why there are small IMF-multipliciÅíy dependences
may be following;

1. Temperatures have small impact parameter dependences. That is to say, there are small energy
  density dependences for the temperatures.

2. The correlation between IMF-multip}icity and impact parameter, or be#ween
  IMF-mu}tip!icity and energy density is weak.

The first possibility can be understoed if they are in liquid-gas mixed phase. In the mixed phase,
energy density dependence on ehe temperature is flat. For the seeond possibility, there are no way
to check the corre}ation in this experimenta} data. It will be a subject of a simulation study. The

second possibility do not contradict with almost all the experimental results, except for light target

reaction at Ep : 12GeV where strong IMF-multiplicity are found.

6 Density

6.l Density Evaluatien

   In order to study the property of the nuclear matter, it is very frukful if we can make density
estimations as well as the nuclear temperature. As introduced in Sec.5, fragment density can be
estimated using the three parameters (T, ppJr, p.F). In Sec.5, isotope teynperatures are deduced
with some correlations. Remaining two parameters of free proton and neutron density (ppF, pnF)
can also be obtained at the same time. Aithough it is possible to estimate not only the temperature
but a}so the free nucleon density, there have been no experimental study on extracting free nucleon
density after the publication of caloric curve in 1995 by J. Pochodzalla et al.[89] except of the present

study. It is because using those single ratios of '

AZ = O, (96)

we cannot extract free proton density ppF(Eq.54).

pnF using those single ratios of

It is also impossible to extract free neutron density

A(A-Z) = O. (97)

In order to obtain these yield ratios between AZ # O isotopes, determination of the shape of the
energy spectra is indispensable. Performing compiete deformed moving source model fitting, we can
obtaln such single yield,ratios.

   If we got [I', ppF, p.F, densky of any fragments at the ehemical freeze out can be estimated using

Eq.55. In the fol}owing sections, free nucleon dens$ty will be estlmated at the first, then fragment
density will be discussed at the latet.

6.1.1 Original Density Estimation

   The isotope temperature method has been wideiy used
other hand, it seems to faiHn the evaluation of the nuelear

ln temperature
densities. It is

measurements, on the
because the obtained
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densities seem to have one order sma}}er va}ue than expected [74], comparing to the results of sorne

theoretica} calculations [13e], and the experimental results measured by particle correlation methods
[131]. The origina} evaluation of the nucleon density is described in Eq.54. Using Eq.54 with the
obtainted values of the temperaeures, free nucleon density can be estimated. As dlscussed in Sec.5,
there is an ambiguity on selecting two single ratios from the selected three single isotope yield ratios

(Eq.72).

PpF(t,j) = Ag2 . [({lil)Cj ({li'l)c-•exp(ABjet Eil ABtCt     i
)] ni ej -nJ' Ei (98)

pnF(t,2) = Ai2 i,[({ll)nj(I]I';)n-iexp( ABjCi - ABiCi

T
    i
)] Ei nJ' -Ej' ni (99)

for (i, j') =: (1, 2), (2,3), (3, 1). The mean values of the additiona} combinations are calculated as the

free nucleon density for the each ratio combination selected for the temperature evaluation.

PpF = (PpF(i, j') + ppF(j-, k) + p,F(k, i)) /3 (100)

PnF " (Pn17(i,e') + Pni?(i k) + pnF(h,i)) /3 (IOI)

  In the density ealculation, the mean valtte of the available three combination patterns PpR, PnR
are used as resu}ts. Therefore, there are same number of combinations to extract PpF and PnF
as extracting temperatures. In Fig.76, Fig.77, Fig.78, "rnost probable densitles" are shown. The
definitioB of the most probable free proton deRsity Dpo and free neutron density D.o are

     D,o : ÅíiliieP,F,tg,\t2

    D.o=Åíse/niF/ti,,crt2, oo2)
and the free nucleon density Do is

Do " Dpe + Dno• (103)

The summation ls performed as same as in extracting the most probable temperature To in Eq.80.
As showB in Fig.76, Fig.77 and Fig.78, Åíhe obtained free nucleon densities are very small comparing

to the normal nuclear matter density pe.

6.1.2 Nuelear Blnding Energy Variation Effects

   In the original configuration, nuclear binding energies ln the free space are used ln the calcu}ation

as the binding energies of produced fragments. However, at the freeze out stage, external nuclear
bath ali around the fragments should be chaBged its binding energy because of the nucleus surface
energy can be very different than in the standard situation. According to S. Aibergo, the effect of
the binding energy varlation in the matter can be described as fol}owing [132].

B(A, Z)' = B(A, Z) - AWsurf (104)

Here B(A,Z) is bSnding energy of a nucieus (A,Z) in the free space and B(A,Z)' is the modified
binding energy. AW,..f is a surface energy variation,
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Figure 74: Binding energy variation effects are plotted as a
expect a large imprevement at high temperatures.

functions of temperature. Wecannot

AWsurf == b,A213 (105)

where bs is a parameter depending only on the density of the external nuclear matter ps. Since
ps is unknown, bs must be put as a parameter in the calculation. In the range ofO < ps < po,
bs varies in e < bs < 17MeV. Ylree nllcleon densities obtained using Eq.104 can be changed, while
temperature is slightly affected by the variation [1321. In Fig.74, ratio between the corrected density

obtained assuming b, > OMeV and the original results are shown as functions of temperature. If
the temperature were ilnder 3MeV, obtained free nucleon densities can be changed by orders of
magnitude. On the other hand, var!ation effect is not large at the high temperature region.

   As for the temperature, there are constraiRt of To(MSU) = 4.0Å}O.4MeY. To for other reactions
is strongly restricted because of the common k(A, Z) (Eq.79) for the each reaction in the sequential

decay correction. Te(MSU) was measured by the relative population ratio between excited states oÅí
the fragments in partic}e correlation method [88]. The restriction is indispensab}e to get probable

results on the k(A,Z) and CIIo fitting. As for the free nuc}eoR density, the abso}ute va}ues are very
smal} comparing to the results of some theoretical calcu}ation and the experimental results measured
by particle correlation methods [13]. Simi!ar smal} values are also reported in previous experiment
[741. The origin of the small estimated density may be lie on the isotope temperature method itself

[132]. The nuclear binding energy used in the formalism may be influenced by the nuclear matter
density of the surrounding medium. According to Albergo and 'fticorni l1321, the nuclear binding
energy of each fragment B(A, Z) shoeld be replaced with B'(A, Z).

   We can find the effect of the binding energy variation in Figure 75. "]]he free nucleon density
obtained by B, == 10MeV has only about twice value of that for Bs == OMeV (No variation). The
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effect ofthe variation p(Bs)lp(B, = O) has strong temperature dependence as shown in Fig.74. They
have large effects as order of magnitude for small T (2 - 3MeV), on the other hand, the effect are

small for T > 5MeV. If we set the temperature as low as 3MeV, we could get larger density for
B, > OMeV. Since the temperature reported in this paper around 5MeV is obtained referring the
results of the partic}e correlation experiment [881, we cannot expect an improvement on the srnall

density estimation. There is room for further theoretica} investigation.

6.2 Free Nucleon Density

   Although the absolute value might not be true, re}ative density discussion may be a valid argu-
ment. An example of the angular distribution of the temperature and the free nucleon densities are
shown in Fig.75 with the binding energy variation.
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Figttre 75: Temperature and free nllcleon density obtained with the bindiRg energy variation. Since
there are little effect on the temperature evaluation, only the initial results are drawn for the tem-

perature.

   As shown in Fig.75, there observed angular distribution of the free nucleon densities with al-
most same shapes as that of the temperature. It is independent of the binding energy variation.
This similarity can be understood by the correlating relation between the temperature aBd the free
nucleon gas density. According to the starting assumption ef the isotope temperature method, the
considering system must be a mixed gas of fragments and free nuc}eons. Thus, there must be positive

correlation between the temperature and the nucleon gas density. The experimental correlation will
be introduced in the following section.

   In Fig.76, most probable free nucleon densities Do =: Dpo +D.o are shown as angular distributions
with IMF-multiplicity selections for all the reactions. There are no binding energy variation (Bs =
OMeV). The global features are very similar to Fig.72. The similarity can be found not only in
angular distributions but also in the target mass dependences, IMF-multiplicity dependence, and
in the beam energy dependences. This general similarity can be also understood in the positive
correlation between temperature and free nucleon gas density.

   We shou}d not discuss only the tota} free nucleon density. The free proton and the neutron density

can be obtained indivldually in the experirr}ent. The obtained results of Dpo and Dno are shown in
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Figure 76: Obtained angu lar distributions of the free nucieon density.

Fig.77 and Fig.78. Here we can find the same similariÅíy between Dpo and D.o . The on}y exception
is the absolute va}ue. The ratio between Dpo and D.o are far small f om 1. It is Rot certain whether
the obtained ratios are true or not as well as the pyob}em of the absolute value.

6.3 Free Proton-Neutron Density Ratio

    We are ab}e to see ratio between the free protoR and the neutron density Rpn = ppF/pnF•
Obtained value of the ratio Rpn aye about O.15 with small angular depeRdences. The free proton
density can be sma}ler than that of neutron, however, the obtained ratio should be more close
to 1. It needs further consideration on the procedure too. Resultant Rpn seems to have target
rnass dependences. Rp. has tendency to show Iager value in the }ight target reactions, where high
temperature and large free nuc}eoB density are expected. NIZ ratio of the target can partially
expiain the target mass dependence on Rpn. It is because the ratio between the proton Rumber and
the neutron number in the initia} target nuc}ei shou}d affect in the resultant free nucieoR densities.

On other words, the NIZ ratio of the target on #he isotope temperature evaluation can infiuence only

on the free nucleon density. It is one of the reason why isotope temperature caR not be extracted
from one single isotope yield ratio. Thus isotope temperature eva}uated from dottble or Mu}ti ratio

can not be affected by the initial NIZ ratio.

6,4 Temperature-Density Correlation

    In the former
have been pointed

section, the similarity between the temperature and the free nucleon densities
out. The similarity can be understood in the positive corre}ation between the
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Figure 79: Free proton density vs. Flree neutron density

temperature and the fTee nucleon densities shown in Fig.80. Fig.80 can be understood assuming
the fragment-nucleon mixed ideal gas. In a relatively higher temperature condition, more nucleons
should be emitted from the composite particles. And in a relatively lower temperature condition,
more free nucleons should be absorbed in the fragments.

   The correiation results shown in Fig.80 can be used for the test of theoretical models on di}ute

nuc}ear matter. For examp}e, nueleon capture interaction on fragments in mixed dilute system can
be studied [83]. Albergo et al. predicted in [83] that;

     ppF+p.F=5.3Å~10-6T3(fm-3). (106)
Eq.106 is drawn in the Fig.80 as a solid line. Although it is possible to fit the obtained correlation

data between the free nuc}eon density and the temperature, it is not important here because of the
very small abso}ute value of the evaluated densities. The only one point which makes sense is that, the

obtained values of the free nucleon densities and the temperature agree well as the calcu}ated yesuks

shown by AIbergo's origiRa} paper. It should be noticed again, that the origin of the very small value

of the free nucleon density exists in nowhere but in the origiRal isotope temperature procedure itself.

The binding energy variation effects can not make significant improvements. Further theoretical
study is also needed.

6.5 Fragment Density

   In the starting point of the isotope temperature procedure, we assume that any fragment density
p(A,Z) can be expressed using T, ppF and p.F using Eq.55, which is used in the introduction
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Figure 80: Free necleon density Do vs. Temperature Te. All the obtained points are drawn.
          The soiid line shows a result of the calculation by Albergb et al. [83]

of the isotope temperature procedure. Four independent isotope yield, which are assumed to be
proportiona} to the corresponding fragment density at the chemical freeze out, can deduce T, ppF
and pnF• Once T, ppF and pnF are obtained, any fragment yield can be estimated using Eq.55.
Of course there are an assumption that all the fragments should be produced at the sarne freeze
out seage. This assumption may not be able to be accepted. It is a natural consequence that a
heavy fragment formation should be occurred at a relatively later time stage when the environment
temperature have became enottgh low to bind the heavy fragment (see Sec.7). However, it is worth

comparing the reproduced fragment yield and observed yield for gnderstandiRg the feature of the
isotope temperature method.

6.6 Nuclear Matter Density

   F}ree nucleon density can be obtained directly in the isotope temperature evaluating process. It is

also possible to estimate fragment density using the obtained temperature and free nucleon densities

as an extrapolation. Nuclear matter density is an very attractive observable for studying the property

of the nuclear matter. Temperature and the tota} nuclear matter density around the critical point
for the nuciear liquid-gas phase transition can be a strong tool for determlning the equation of states

of the nuclear matter at the intermediate energy. After obtaining the fragment densities, nuclear
matter density can be obtained as a sum of a}1 the fragment densities.

)zA,p(?\:p (107)
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Although it is a fascinate analysis, we cannot perform the ca}culation. It is because the fragment
density can not be obtained because of the violation of thetiming stage assumption. The main
fraction of p is the }ight fragments, considering the production cross section whSch is considered to

obey in power law.

p(itl,Z) oc Arm' (I08)

Here 7 is the power law index. Typical value of the iRdex is r rv 2.6, which was reported by Hirsh
et al.l18]. Thus a first order calcu}ation can be performed using the results of isotope temperature

procedure obtained from the relatively light fragment region. However, the remaining problem of the
absolute value prevent the motivatlon.

6.7 ]ilragment Density vs. F!ree Nuc!eon Density

   Although the accurate fragment density estimation can not be performed, it is possible to make
qualitative discussion. The positive corre}ation between the free nucleon densities and the temper-

ature shown in Fig.80 can be understood by the fragrnent-nucleoR mixed ideal gas assumption. It
is also possible to expect the "negative correlation" between the heavy fragment densities and the
temperature at the same time. On other words, larger fragment densities should be obtained at
smaller free nuc}eon gas density coRdition. Because of the negative corre}ation between temperature
and fragment densities, expected angu}ar distributions of the fragments sl}ou}d have opposite shapes

to that of temperature, which show U-Shape angu}ar distribution. Thus, the fragment densities
may have "anti-U-Shape" angular distributioR. It have already been observed. 'Irhat is the sideward

peaking of the IMF production. It is not need to reconstruct the angular distributioR of the frag-
ments. Because they have been put into the isotope temperature evaluation at the starting point as
the fragment density. Thus, U-Shape angular distribution of the temperature and the free nucleon
densities, and sideward peaking of the IMF emission is a same phenomena with differeRt expression.
After }ong way evaluating the isotope temperature, Bow it is possib}e to say that the anisotropy of

the temperature caR be an origin of the sideward peaking of the fragment emission. ['his is the core
of the conc}usion of this study. Detail discussion will be heid at Sec.7.

6.8 Liquid-Gas Phase 'Ilransition with Density Probe

   Search for a nuclear }iquid-gas phase transition seems to be achieved in the caloric curve reported

by Pochodzal}a et al [89]. That may be a c}ear signal of the phase traRsition if it was made by a
direct temperature measurement experiment. However, we do not have such direct thermometers.
The obtained ca}oric curve can not be treated as a direct evidence of the nuclear liquid-gas phase
transition. In order to assist the results, it is desirable to get information on another dimension. Free

nucieon gas density can be such aR observab}e. In the p}ateau in the ca}oric curve, the corresponding

phase of the nuclear matter can be considered to be in the }iquid-gas mixed phase. This means that
at a co}lision timing stage, when the maximum terr}perature in the collision have been achieved, there

must be a fragment and free nucleon mixed system. At this mixed gas phase, the temperature may
not arise with the energy density. This is the plateau in the caloric curve. However, if we got the
free nucleon density vs. energy density plot, the free nucleon density may not make a constant }ine.

If the corresponding eondition is the mixed phase, the free nucleon density must increase with the
energy density. If the "rising" were observed, there might be no doubt on the appearance of the
nuclear liquid-gas phase transitSon.

   However, such rising of the free nucleon densities cannot be expected from the observed results
on the temperature-free nac}eon density corre}ation Fig.80. Considering some other contraction in
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the results using the densities, something may be wreng in the density evaluation procedure. }Iow
the density evaluation treatment in the isotope temperature method shou}d be modlfied is a question

which we want to keep beyond the scope of this present work,

7 Collision Dynamics and Hot Nuclear Matter

7.1 Possible Origin of the Anisotropic Fragment Yield

    As shown in Sec.4, the deformed movlng source rnodeMs the best model which can fit the
energy spectra including #he sideward yield enhaRcement. In order to reproduce the sideward yie}d
enhancement, normalizing eonstant IV is enlarged for the sideward region without changing the shape
of the energy spectra in the deformed moving source.

                             (e* - e})2
     N= N(e')=: No -}- A"fexp[- 2.},.j (i09)
   NotatioRs are written in Sec.4. This ls a pure phenomenological treatrnent. Meanings of the
functional form for the yield enltancement should be considered. Possible reasoRs which can cause
the anisotropic fragment yield are listed in the foliowillg.

l. non-therma} dynamica} effects

2. shadowlng effects

3. anisotropic fragmenÅí formation probabilky

   Main candidate for the origin of the dynamlca} effects may be a matter flow. The expected
fragment yields may be enhanced at the fragment emitted ang}e towards the flow direction. In this
case, kinetic energy of the fragment at the fiow direction must be iRcreased because of the fiow
velocity. This effect can be seen in Fig.46. The observed energy spectra do not show such energy
speetra shift towards the high energy side at the sideward angle. 'I'his is shown in Sec.4 that the
fiow movlng source model can not reprodttce the sideward region successfully because of the energy
shift effects. Although it can not completely denied the possibility of the nuclear matter fiow effect,

on the sideward fragment yield enhancement, it is clear that the flow is not the main origin.

   Nuclear shock-wave can be a driving force of the sideward ffow phenomena. It is a strong candidate
of the sideward peaking because of the fact, that the sideward yie}d enhaRcement has a peak around
700. This peak angle suggests a shock-wave aRg}e in the nuclear matter. However, expected effects
on the observed fragment yield by the nuclear shock-wave should be as same as by the nuciear ftow.
Thus it is hard to say the nuclear shock-wave is the main origin of the sideward peaking as discussed
above.

   The next possibility is the shadowing effects. If there were a large heavy matter around forward
direction, fragment yields should be suppressed towards the forward direction comparing to the
sing}e moving source emission. However, thls idea has a dificulty that the observe fragment must
have suMciently large size comparing to the target nuc}ei. It is hard to suppose such condition.

   If emitted fragments were broken at forward direction, fragment yields would have forward sup-
pressed angular distributions. Only one possible breakiRg power is the fireba}I emitted towards the
forward direction. It is a high energy fire ball. However, the fueball velocity and the fragment emis-

sion velocity must be very different from each other. Flragments can not effected by the firebal} if the
fragment ve}ocity is significantly smal}er than that of the fireball.
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   The last possibi}ity is the anisotropic fragment formation probabi}ity. It is c}ear that if the
fragment producing probability were anisotropic, anisotropic yield would be observed. Note that
this possibi}ity is an integrated possibility along the emission direction from the fragment emission

center. The expected fragment formation probabi}ity P(e) at e can be estimated as following.

Y(e) ct P(e) = f,,S.U,r,f,aCe dl(O)•p(rl
(110)

The integration should be performed along the line starting frorn the fragment emission center to
the source surface. Here p(rl is the fragment formation probability at r-. In order to get anisotropic

fragment formation probability P(e), there are two additional possibl}ity.

1. anisotropic p(rl distribution

2. anisotropic integrating volume area

3. both of above l. and 2.

In the first case, it is c}ear that the integrated fragment formation probabi}ky P(e) may show
anisotropic distribution. In the second case, the initial fragment formation probabi}ity p(rl at r"

can be uniÅíorm, but the integrated area shou}d be deformed. For examp}e, if there were tunnel along
the penetrating path at a central collision, forward yield and backward yield would be suppressed
because of the lack of the source matter. Both possibility can be considered at the same time. In the
next section, the origin ef the sideward yield enhancement wi}1 be discussed on the base of deformed

fragment foTmation probability.

7.2 SidewardEnhancement

7.2.1 SourceGeometry

   The most sirnple idea to understand the sideward peaking fragment formation probability P(e) is
the formation of a deformed fragment source matter. Toroidal-shaped source nuclear matter is one of

the possible source which may reproduce the sideward peaking. It is shown that the formation ofsuch

toroidal-shaped nuclear matter is possible using a kind of Relativistic Quantum Mo}ecular Dynamics
(RQMD) by Maruyama et al. [107]. Although the ca}culation can not reproduce the absolute value of
the fragrnent production cross section, it is able to treat the fragmentation process in the framework.

As a result, Maruyama et al. reported that if there were toroidal-shaped nuclear matter (Case II),
observed fragment yield would have sideward peaking angular distribution. On the other hand, if
there were spherical-shaped fragment source (Case I), which is produced in the calculation with
a different interaction parameter L than in the Case II, the resultant angular distribution of the
fragment yield would have forward peaking. [["he results are shown in Fig.81,82, and in Fig.83.
[['hese results are obtained for 5GeVlu cr induced reactions.

   Time evolution of the nuc}ear density and the temperature are also studied with simi}ar RQMD
formalism. The results are shown in Fig.84. 'I['he results were reported by Ohtsuka et al• [133].

Although the formaiism of the RQMD itself cannot probe the freeze out timing, the results confirm

the deformed source matter formation.

   In spite of the great progress in studying GeV proton induced reactions, quantitative explanation
of the multifragmentation has not been succeeded. The main theoretical diMcu}ties lay on the large
gap of the energy scale between the collision dynamics (GeV) and the nuclear fragmentation (MeV)•
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Figure 81: (Case I). Time evolution of the baryon and meson distributions in the coordinate space
at time steps 4, 16, 28 and 40 fmlc in a (5GeVlu) + Au collisions for the impact-parameter b = O
fm. The upper display the distributions in the xz-plane, restricted by lyl < 1 fm, while the lower

columns in the xyplane, restricted by lzl < 1 fm. The black, grey and white circles denote the
nucleons, resonances and mesons, respectively. In this case, interaction width parameter is defined

by L = 1.301 fm.

7.2.2 Fragment FormationProbability

    In Sec.5 and Sec.6, "U-Shaped" angular distribution of the temperature and the free nucleon
densities are shown. The positive correlation between the temperature and the free nucleon densities

are also obtained. The starting assumption of the isotope temperature is the chemical and the
thermal equilibrated free nucleon and fragment mixed ideal gas as shown in Fig.85. It is clear that

in a high temperature system, many nucleons may be exist as free nucleons. At the same time,
fragment density must be decreased at such high temperature condition. It is almost same as in the
system of water and vapor. At the low temperature conditions, there may be little vapor and a lot
of liquid water. On the other hand, a lot of vapor and little water may be found in high ternperature
condition. It is natural, therefore, that the fragment densities must be 1arge at low temperature and

small free nucleon densities. Thus, following statement would be correct.

. U-Shape angular distribution ofT, ppF and pnF
  o Sideward peaking angular distribution of the fragment densities

   In Fig.86, one example of a resultant angular distribution of a fragment density reconstructed by

observed U-Shape temperature and free proton and neutron densities using Eq.107, selecting heavy
fragments. In this figure, clear sideward peaking is confirmed, however, it cannot be reconstructed for

all the fragments. Although qualitative relation between sideward pealcing and U-Shape temperature
and free nucleon densities may be accepted, quantitative confirmation of the equivalence have not

been completed at this time.

   Although it is not possible to obtain direct results of the fragment densities, the expected angular

distribution must have sideward peaking shape. It is because the sideward peaking is not a result,
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Figure 82: (Case II). Formation of a"nuclear donuts" can be found. In this case, interaction width
pamameter is defined by L = O.884 fm, which is smaller than in the Case I.

but the input experimental information. Remind that the assumption

Y(A, Z) ct p(A, Z) (111)

in the isotope temperature procedure. The observed U-Shape can not obtained only by the sideward
peaked fragment yield itself, but by the fine shape differences between the different isotopes. The
shape differences between the isotopes shown in Fig.113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119 are explained

in the anisotropic angular dependence of the fragment formation temperature. Obtained U-Shape

angular distribution of the temperature re-confirm the explanation.

   The relation between the observed fact and output information is very confused in the logic
discussed here. A simple logic chart is shown in Fig.91.

7.3 CaloricCurve

7.3.1 NuclearStoppingPower

   In order to undeTstand the beam energy dependence, target mass dependence, IMF-multiplicity
dependence, and the angular dependence on the estimated temperature, qualitative discussion can be
made by a deposited energy density estimation. Deposited energies can not be determined directly
using the experimental data. In order to estimate the deposited energy on the residual target, results

of theoretical calculation on the proton-nucleus interaction is used. According to Cugnon [134],
energy loss in proton-nucleus collision can be estimated using the inter-nuclear cascade model (INC)•

Incident proton beam energy dependence of the energy loss is shown in Fig.92 for a central p+Au
and a p+Ca reaction. There are points corresponding to the total energy loss and to the energy loss
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are restricted to those satisfying b < 3 fm. Forward peaking is obtained for the case of spherica}
source formation (a). Case I. On the other hand, the sideward peaking is confirmed in the case of
"nuclear donuts" formation (b) Case II.

which is not used to create pions.

the following }aw

At least in the 1-10 GeV raRge, the energy loss obeys more or less

AE =a+b• lnE. (112)

Incident energy dependence of the energy loss AE shown in Fig.92 are fitted using Eq.l12 for i-
10GeV. The fitted results are a}so shown in the Fig.92. Nuclear stopping power can be obtained by
following re}ation using the AE and the target radlus.

-dE/dX = AE/2Rt, (ll3)

where Rt is the target radius. According to J. Cugnon, the nuclear stopping power dEldX has small
target mass dependence. Therefore, dEldX can be estimated as the meaR value between dE/dX on
the p+Au and the p+Ca reaction.

     nddE/dx ,., (A88(+.Åíu)+Agff(+..ga))12 (ii4)

Incident energy dependence on the obtained nuclear stopping power are plotted in Fig.93. In this
case, energy deposition on the fragment source should not contain the energy for creating pions. As

a result, energy deposition on the fragment source can be estlmated with the following relation.

-dE/dX(MeV/fm) = 48.9 + 42.9 • lnE (115)

Using Eq.i15, nuclear stopping power for p+A reaction at Ep ==

      -dEldX(Ep :8GeV) = 138.eMeVlfm
     -dE/dX(Ep =12GeV) = 155.0MeV/fm.

8GeV and 12GeV are estimated as

(116)
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Figure 84: Time evolution of the nuclear density in 12GeV p+Au reaction.
                  Reported by Ohtsuka et al.[133].

Considering the fact that the nuclear stopping power should be independent on the incident proton

energy above Ep > 10GeV, dEldX at Ep = 12GeV should be replaced with the value for Ep =
10GeV. Thus,

     -dEldX(Ep = 12GeV) N -dEldX(Ep = 10GeV) = 147.6MeVlfm (117)

will be used as the nuclear stopping power at Ep = 12GeV in the following discussions. Total energy

deposition on the residual target are estimated with Eq.116 and the penetrating pass length in the

target.

   Using Eq.116, we can estimat,e the total deposited energy A,E] onto the target nuclei. For central

collisions, AE have obtained as shown in Tab.18. Ifthe total target nuclei were the spectator, mass
of the fragment source could be fixed to the target mass Mt. In this assumption, the source velocity

cam be aiso obtained from the momentum balance as following.

           (Ep + Mp)2 + M,2 - (Ep + Mp - AE)2 - Mp2     6= M,+AE (ns)
In the above calculation, all the deposited energy have been assumed to be used for the forward
moving. The obtained "source velocity" P should to be compared to the moving source velocity
obtained by the moving source model fitting. Results of deformed moving source model fitting of the

energy spectra for IMF-multiplicity=3 event are also shown in Tab.18. The moving source velocity

have about half values of the corresponding values estimated by AE.

7.3.2 Deformed Nuclear Matter Formation

   In Fig.72, most of the observed temperatures are distributed around T ev 5MeV, however, there
are some exception. Observed temperatures for Ag and Sm targets in Ep = 12GeV reactions show
very high temperatures if they are required IMF-multiplicity=3. Considering the incident proton
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Figure 86: Example of a resultant angular distribution of a fragment density extracted from typical

U-shaped temperature and free nucleon densities.

12GeVp+A 8GeVp+A
Au Tm Sm Ag Au Sm Ag

A.E](GeV) 2.532 2.404 2.356 2.072 2.248 2.092 1.840

6 O.O140 O.O155 O.O171 O.0209 O.O125 O.O152 O.O187
6(MSfit) O.O064 O.O063 o.oe6g O.O058 o.eo76 O.O089 O.O156

Table 18: Total deposited energies (for a central collision) AE, expected moving source velocities 6,

and typical moving source velocities obtained by the deformed moving source model fitting.
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Figure 87: Temperature distribution in the source matter expected by the U-Shaped angular depen-

dence of the obtained temperature.
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Figure 88: F}ree nucleon distribution in the source matter expected by the U-Shaped angular depen-
dence of the obtained free nucleon densities.

penetrating path Iength in the target nuclei and the target volume which shares the deposited energy,
these reaction should have 1argest energy densities because of their higher beam energies and smaller

impact parameters and smaller target volumes. Thus it is possible to assume that the observed high
temperature is a trace of nucleon gas phase produced in the collision. Because of the small cross
section comparing to the inclusive cross section (<nv 10-4), those events which IMF-multiplicity

equal 3 may be recognized as nearly central collision if the negative correlation between impact
paiameters and IMF-multiplicity is true [1151. Using the assumption, first order energy density pE

can be estimated as following.

     pE == -ddxE42.r;f?i,iA3 (ng)
         .A-213 (120)
Eq.120 is obtained by the total deposited energy, which is obtained by the nuclear stopping power
multiplied by the incident proton penetrating path length, and divided by the target volume (See

Fig.95).

   If the considering events were in the system of complete gas phase, observed temperature should
be proportional to the energy density. Thus, target mass dependence of the temperature can be

expressed as following;

     To( pE o( A-213 (121)
Mean value over the angular distributions from 300 to 1500 of the temperatures (To) are shown
in Fig.94 as functions of target mass. There are only IMF-multiplicity=3 eVents on Ep = 12GeV
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Figure 89: Flragment distribution in the source matter expected by the U-Shaped angular dependence
of the obtained temperature and free nucleon densities.

reactions are plotted because they are assumed to be in the complete gas phase. The error bar
represents the RMS value (Eq.84). In Fig.94, upper solid line represents the fitting results using

Eq.121. The observed temperatures show more steep target mass dependence predicted by Eq.121.

   In order to reproduce the steep target mass dependence, target volume should be modified. Ifthere

were a tunnel formation through the proton penetrating path, which is predicted by T. Maruyama
et al.[107], it may be assumed that there are no matter which can be a source of the fragment inside

the tunnel region. Thus the volume factor in Eq.120 should be subtracted with the tunnel volume.
Considering the reaction dynamics of proton and nuclei, energy dispersion into the target nuclear
rnatter should be independent to the size of the target. Thus the expected tunnel radius may be
assumed to be independent on the target mass. In this assumption, Eq.120 can be modified using
the common tunnel radius d as following;

              dE 2roAl/3
     PE = -dX 4T/3rgA-Td22roAi13 (122)
                    1         or 213A2f3-(dlro)2 (123)
The observed temperatures are fitted using

                1
     T oc                                                                                 (124)         213A2f3 - (dlro)2 '

The results ame also shown in Fig.94 as a lower solid line. Resultant relation between the temperature

and the target mass is

              62.05
     T=                                                                                 (125)         213A213 - 2.622 '

thus, expected tunnel radius is estimated as

     d= (2.62Å}O.45)ro. (126)
   This result of the tunnel radius may be used to restrict the theoretical calculations on the collision

dynamics. The obtained geometry of the toroidal shaped source matteT will be used in the following
excitation energy estimation.
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Figure 90: Expected phenomena. Fragment density should be large at the sideward region
source matter has relatively low temperature and low free nucleon densities.

where the

7.3.3 EnergyDensityEstimation

   Using the results of nuclear stopping power, we can estimate the first order deposited energy
onto the target nuclei. However, the deposited energy estimation by means of the nuclear stopping
power is strongly dependent on the assumption of the calculation. The best way to obtain the
energy density which is used as a horizontal axis of the nuclear caloric curve is, of course, direct
experimental measurement of them. It is well known that there are clear correlation between average

excited energy of the nuclear matter <E>1<A> and Zbeund. HereZbonnd is defined as

     Zbound == ]Z]) ZIMF• (127)
             Z22

The summation should be performed for all the emitted fragment in a reaction. Thus it is necessary to
detect all the charged fragment in the reaction in order to obtain Zb...d. It is less diMcult in heavy

ion induced experiments because of the large center of mass velocity. Although the experimental
setup of KEK-E337 and E393 have a large solid angle coverage about 209o of 4T, it is not sufficient

for this purpose. Thus it is impossible to estimate the excitation energies by means of Zb...d data.

   Although it is impossible to obtain exact excited energy, it is worth try to make first order
estimation of the excited energy in order to understand the obtained features of the temperatures in
terms of nuclear caloric curve. There are two ambiguities in the excited energy estimation using the

nuclear stopping power.

  1. Total deposited energy estimation

  2. How to share the deposited energy in the source nuclear matter

As for 1., it can be estimated as following;

     Etotat = ' ddxE 'l(b) (128)
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Figure 91 : Logic chart for understand ing the origin of the sideward peaking.

here Et.t.t is the total energy deposition on the target nuclei, dEldX is the nuclear stopping power

estimated by Cugnon's calculation [134], and l(b) is a penetrating path length of the incident proton

at impact parameter b. There are ambiguities that the nuclear stopping power can be treated as a
reliable quantity or not, and that the integrated total energy deposition may be obtained only by
simply multiplying the path length or not. In spite of the ambiguities, it is not necessary to make a
detailed discussion for this first order excitation energy estimation.

   The second ambiguity is serious even in the present rough calculation. There are a lot of possible
way to share the deposited energy Et.t.t. There are two point to be considered as the following;

First. Energy density distribution at the freeze out

Second. Geometrical condition of the source nucleac matter.

For a simplicity, two cases are studied for the energy distribution.

1. uniform distribution

2. pE o( 11r from the path
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                Figure 92: Calculated eRergy loss in p+Au and p+Ca reaction.
                  Reported by Cugnon [134]. The fitting }ines are obtained
                         for those points of IGeV S Ep S 10GeY.

The second case is considering such condition where deposited energy should be }arger around the
penetrating path of the incident proton. Here r is a distance from the penetrating path Iine. Of
cause there are many other possible case, but above two case is the most simple condition. Thus
they may be studied at first.

   In order to obtain the energy density which will be used in the expected caloric curve, they should

be obtained as angular distribution. For this reason, there shou}d be another assumption.

First. F!ragment emission center is same as the Åíarget ceRter

Second. Observed energy density is the meaR va}ue in the line starting from the target center to
     the direction of fragment emission.

On the above assumption, the energy density can be obtained as angu}ar distribution. Expected
energy density is obtained as following;

     E]exc(e, b) = sini(e,) fo2" dip, feRtar9et dR.pE(r., e,, ip,)Rzsin(e,) (i2g)

The normalization are performed as following. •

         '       '     Jl[t.t.tv dVPE == Etotat (130)
Eq.129 is a formation for a exclusive case with an impact parameter b. In order to compare with the

experimental data, inclusive value should be estimated as following.

     Ei..(e, b...) == febMaÅë<R`Ot"' dbE,..(e)-2rb (i3o
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Figure 93: Resultant nuclear stopping power obtained as mean values between those of p+Au and
p+Ca reactions.

Kere bmax is the maximum impact parameter to be considered in the reaction. The target center
O, center of the penetrating path P are defined as shown in Fig.96. The coordinates are defined as
followings in spherical eoordinates (r, e, Åë);

      --     OR =(Re, Oe, ipe) (i32)      -     PR -- (Rc,ec,ipc) (i33)      - rr     OP= (b, i, O) (134)
The transformation from (R., e,, ip,) to (R,,e,, ip,) is expressed as following.

      R. =: Rg-2bR,sine.cosip,+b2 (135)
    eosec =flt' cosOe (136)
Using the above transfermation, the integration in Eq.129 can be calculated.

  In order to obtain final results of Eexc(e, b), pE must be defined. As mentioned before, two cases
are studied.

  1. pE(rc, ec, ipc) =const. (l37)
                      1  2. pE(rc, ec, dic) c>c- (138)                      rc

Using above equations, Ee..(e, b) and Einc(e, bmax) can be obtained. In order to consider the tunnei

forrr}ation effect, the volume integration in Eq.129 and Eq.130 should be performed in hole the volume

of the target nuclei except in the tunnel region;

rc ) d tv 2.6ro (139)
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Figure 94: [I]arget mass dependence of the temperatures obtaiBed for central collision events ( IMF-

multiplicity = 3) at Ep = 12GeV. They are well described in the tunnel formation model.

Assuming the above relationships, excitation energy are obtained as functions of fragmeRt emission
angles. Examples fer the obtained resu}ts are shown in Fig.97 and Fig.98.

   The unknown parameters for the excitation energy estimation cannot be determined. Therefore,
in spite of the above attempts to reproduce the angular dependence, only uniform case are used to
make a caloric curve shown in the next section.

7.3.4 First Order Caloric Curve (Mean Temperature)

   Using the results of the excitation energy estimation, it is possible to plot a nuclear caloric curve.

In order to check Åíhe giobal features of the obtained temperatures, mean value over the angular
distribution should be studied. In Fig.99, the mean temperature

     T= f,g.500 deT(e)/sin(e) (i4o)
are plotted as functions of the mean excitation energy which are obtained by the uniform energy
distribution. In Fig.99, RMS values (Eq.84) are used as the error bars for the temperatures.

   In Fig.99, turning point of the plateau to the gas phase is not clearly found. However, the
tendency that those points, where higher excitation energies are eva}uated, show higher temperature

is found. This tendency can make an interpretation why the high IMF-multiplicity events in light
target reactions shows higher temperatures. Fig.99 shows that the geometrical assumption used on
the eva}uation of the excitation energy have been roughly justified. At least, the assumption of the

geometrical energy sharing, which results in the globa} relation

     TD( A-213, (141)
can be supported by Fig.99. As mentioned in the previous section, reliable results on the angular
dependence of the excitation energies cannot be obtained. Fig.99 is the final results of the caloric
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finition of the coordinates used in the calculations.

curve made by the nuclear stopping power calculation at this time. F'urther discussion using the
caloric curve are performed at later sections using power law index instead of the excitation energies

estimated by the nuclear stopping power.

7.4 Fragmentation

7.4.1 ThermalEragmentation

   Flrragment production probability can be estimated in the starting point ofthe isotope temperature
procedure (Eq.55). Isotope production yield can be expressed as following.

     Y(A, Z) o( p(A, Z) = A2/3(Ai" )"w(A, Z)p,ZFp.AF-Zexp(B(Ai Z)) (142)
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Figure 97: Angular dependence of expected excitation energy obÅíained for a uniform energy distri-
bution in 12GeV p + Au reaction.

The resulting reconstructed fragment yield distribution shou}d be compared with the experimenta}
data. The main aim of this study is to check whetheT Eq.142 can reproduce the power law mass
spectrum or not. Because of the Maxwe}l-Boltzmann statics factor exp(B(A,Z)IT), the resu}ting
fragment density might be close to simple exponentia} function form of the fragment rnass A for a
first order estimaÅíion.

     y(A, z) rv const.•exp (B(AT' Z)) (143)

In fact, resultant fragment density have a exponentia} dependence on the fragment rr}ass A as showR
in Fig.10e. Fragment densities are estimated on various conditions for examples. As predicted here,

the obtained fragment mass spectra have exponential shapes. This fact clearly shows that the mass
spectra resulting in thermal fragmenta{ion Eq.142. cannot reproduce the power }aw mass spectra.

   The temperature and the nucleon density dependences on Åí}ie s}ope of the mass spectra can
be found in Fig.100. As writteB iR the figure, four cases (T(MeY), ppF(fm-3), p.F(fm'3)) ==
(4,5 Å~ 10-5,5 Å~ 10'4), (4,4 Å~ IO-5,4 Å~ 10-4), (5,5 Å~ 10-5,5 Å~ 10-4), (5,4 Å~ 10"5,4 Å~ IO"4) are

studied. The order represents the resultant slopes. As a result, fol}owing features are fottnd.

  1. Large T <> steep slope

  2. Small ppF,p.F o steep slope

The temperature dependence on the s}ope ls clear because of the relatlon of Eq.143. The free nucleon
density dependence can be understood considering the meeting probability of the nucleons to form
the fragments. Suficient free nucleon density is need to produce the fragments. However, there are
posit.ive eorrelation between the temperature and the free nuc}eon densities as mentioned before. The
correlation is natura} resu}ts from the assttmption of the chemicai equilibrium in the fragment and free

nucleon system. As shown in Fig.10e, temperature and free nucleon ciensity variation effect opposite
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Figure 98: Angular dependence of expected excitation energy obtained for a energy distr}butlon
proportional to 1/r, in l2GeV p + All reaction.

lnfiuences on changing the slope of the mass spectra. Therefore it is not easy to predlct the expected

mass distribution from the obtained temperature and free nucleon densities. Considering the large
angular dependence of the obtained free nttcleon densities, major effects on the expected mass spectra

by the therma} fragmentation should be caused by free nucleon densities. Therefore, shape of the
expected angulam distributlon of the fragment densities may be U-Shape. An example of the obtained
angular distributlon of total nuelear matter density is shown in Fig.101. In facÅí, there is a U-Shape

angular distribution. It is a contradiction. In the previous section, it was concluded qualitative}y that

the expected fragment density should have opposite skape as that of temperature aitd free nucleon
densities. The origin of the contradiction is the significantly Iarge angular dependence of the observed

free nucleon densities. In order to solve the prob}em, following two possibility shou}d be discmssed.

  1. 0btained free nucleon densities are not correct.

2. Sideward peaking phenomena can not explained as a results of thermal fragmentation.

For the first possibility, it can be accepted considering the clear fai}ing in evaluatiRg the absolute

value of the free nucleon densities. On this assumption, if rea} free Bucleon densities had small angular

dependence, expected fragment density could have sidexvard peaking angBlar distribution as restdts
of the thermal fragmentation.

   For the second possibility, it may be true considering the actual phenorr}ena. The observed power

}aw fragment mass spectra shows that they cannot be produced in a simp}e thermai equilibrium
system. rlthis posslbility should be dlscussed in a time evolutloR of the col}lslon dynamlcs. It will be

discussed in Iater section.
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Figure 99: Resu}tant first order caloric curve obtained with the nuclear stoppin g power ca}culations.

7.4.2 Percolation Production

    Multifragmentation is a complex and far-from-understood area of current nuclear physics re-
search. A simple percolation rnodel can reproduced the fragment production cross sections phe-
nomenologically [135].

   Here the most simple bond-percolation model is used to be compared with the experimental data.
In this model, nucleons are supposed to be on sites of a simple cubic lattice in three dimensions and

their nearest-neighbor interaction via bonds. The lattice sites are }ocated in a spherical volume.
The nllmber of the lattice sites are equal to the number of nucleons in the fragment source. Since
the nuc}ear matter binding energy is about 15.75MeV, energy of each bond Ebond can be roughly
estimated as following.

            15.75MeV     Ebond= 6/2 =5•25MeV (144)
It is because a nucleon shares 6 bonds with its neighbors. 7I'hen the lattice is broken with a bond-
cutting probability p. Resulting size of the connected clusters, which are cal}ed as percolation clusters,

are recognized as the size of the nuc}ear fragments. Although it is a simple formulation, the results

reproduce the experimental fragment inass spectra very we}1. In Fig.102, examp}es of fragment mass
distribution from i97Att nuc}ei are shown with various perco}ation parameters p. As shown in Fig.102,

this model can reproduce the power paw spectra of the mass distributions at around p N O.8 . It
is wide}y be}ieved that the critical point, where the mass spectra beeame single power law shape
withottt any peak around the target area, is corresponding to a phase traRsition condition l135].

Generally, such criticai point can be observed at around p N 6.8. The fragment yield distribution
repoTted by Hirsh et al. for p + Xe at 80 - 350 GeVlc reaction [l8] is expressed as following.

     Yoc Afm2'65 (p+Kr) (145)     Ycr Af-2'64 (p+Xe) (l46)
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Figure 100: Examples of reconstructed fragment distributions caused by the thermal fragmentation.

Above distribution can be reproduced using following perco}ation patrameters

     p==O.8i (p+Kr) (147)     p=O.82 (p+Xe) (148)in the bond percolation simulation [1351. Considering Eq.144, mean excitation energy EIA of the

fragment source caR be estimated as following using p. •

     E/A =px l5.75MeV (149)
For the above case, resultant values of the excitation energy is estlmated as;

     EIA rv 12.9MeV. (150)
   Because of the present experimental data taken by the BCC can not ldentify the mass numbers
of the heavy fragment, the procedure may not be compared direct}y. Power law is also valid for
a fragment charge distribution. In the small charge region where BCC can detect the fragments,
fragment mass number may be roughly treated as Af tv 2Zf. Thus expected mass distributions
shou}d be obtained as

     y., z;z ,v ("`l2f)T" o( A'fA (l51)
Therefore the power law index rz obtained in the charge distribution can be assumed to be equal
to that in the mass distribution TA. In the next section, experimental power law index rz will be
studied.
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7.4.3 PowerLaw

   It is well knowR that the fragment mass spectra shows a power law spectra in multifragmentation

    .reactlons.

y(Af) ct Ai (152)

In Fig.103, typieal fragment charge distribution is shown. Each fragment yield Y(Zf) is estimated
using the resu}ts of deformed moving source model fitÅíing. The solid }ines imply the results of the
power law fitting. As shown in Fig.103, obtained charge distributions show slightly larger tails than

expected from the power law. Although the heavy side does not match with the power law, power law
fitting is valid for parameterize the shape of the charge distributioR at least for the }ighter fragments.

   Considering the thermal equilibrium, heavy fragments have smaller production probabilities than
light fragments, which have smaller binding energies. At the same time, fragment production proba-
bility may be large at small equilibrium temperature. Therefore, expected mass spectra might have
steeper shape in higher temperature system than iR }ower temperature system. It imp!ies that with-
out considering the relation between temperature and power law index, power }aw index 7 should
have laTger value in high tempeyature system. If the results of the isotope temperature were correct,
the observed angular distribution and some oÅíher features should be also feund in resuitant power
}aw index 7.

   Fig.104 sbows tke resu}ts of the power law fiÅíting on the experimental data. FlrragmeRt yie}d have

been obtained by integrating the energy spectra. The energy spectra int,egration have been perforrned

on the results of the deformed moving source model fitting (Eq.26, 27), T}}e fitting procedure is as
same as for the isotope yie}d estimation. Detail report of the eRergy spectra fitting is reported in l1231.

AlÅíhough the fiuctuations caused by the ambiguity on selecting fitting region, clear U-Shaped angular

distributions can be found in Fig.I04. It, Ss correspoBding to the U-Shaped angu}ar distribution of

the temperature shown iR Fig.72. In addltion, target mass dependence is a}so a}most same as found
ik the results on the temperature. The correlation between the obtained temperature ar}d the power
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F!gure 102: Cluster size distribution for disintegrating systems of i97Au obtained by

simulations.
percolation

law index strongly supports the results of obtained U-Shaped temperature distributlons.

   As discussed in the previous section, power iaw lndex has correlation with the percolatlon param-

eter p, which can be roughly translated as the excitation energy as expressed in Eq.149. Therefore,

if the percolation parameter p were estimated, excitation energy could be rougkiy estimated. In
order to obtain the transformation between the power law index r and the corresponding percolation
parameteT p, percolation simulation have been studied.

   In Fig.105, results of the simulatlon are shown. Fvagment mass spectra resulting from percolation

process at each p are studied for each of the four source target nuclei. The verticai axis in Fig.105
means the fragment mass (cluster size), and the horizontal axi$ is corresponding to the percolatien

parameter p in (%). As shown in Fig.105, two peaks are observed in small p region, on the other hand,

there are on}y one power law shaped mass spectya in the large p region. The mass spectra are obtained
as inclusive spectra without multiplicity selection. Strictly speaking, the obtalned results may not

be used in the transformation between high maltiplicity mass spectra and percolation parameters,
but here the same results on the percolation simulation are used for a simplicity. It ls because the

ambiguity should be small compa[ting to the transformation procedure Eq.149 itself.

   Power law fittings are performed at each p on the results of Fig.i05. The fitting regions are
se!eeted as A == 4- 29 (Au); u`l == 3- 28 (Tm); A == 2- 27 (Sm); A = l - 26 (Ag). Considering
the difference of the mass spectra, the target size dependence pu# into the fitting region are choseB

manually.

   The results of the power iaw fitting are shown in Fig.106. 0btained T parameters are plotted as
functions of power law index p and corresponding excitation energy E/A (Eq.149). [['here are slight

target source size dependence. Resultant T spectra have peaks around p Ao 709(e. Using Fig.le6,
experimenta} power iaw index can be transforrned to the corresponding percolation parameters.
As shown }n Fig.}06, there may be two possible solutions of p for a 7. The smaller solutioR is
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parameter p, obtained from the bond percolation slmulation.

perco}ation

corresponding to the mass speetra which has another heavy mass peak shown in Fig.105. It can not
be decided which solution is true us!ng the limited dynamlc range of the experimental mass spectra.
The simi}ar calculation was studied by W. Bauer [135] as introduced before. The results

(7,p) =: (2.64,O.82) or (2.64,O.58) (153)

for FNAL experiment obtained by Bauer is also plotted in the Fig.106. According to Bauer, only
higher solution meet with the ratio rK,x, between the experimental cross section;

     d2a/dstdZf(Xe)
                                                                                 (i54)
     d2aldstdZf(Kr)

at e = 340. The two solutions are indistinguishable in the mass spectra, but only higher solution
can reproduce the ratio rK.xe. 'I'herefore, considering the Bauer calculation, higher so}ution of the
expected two solutlons }n Flg.106 shou}d be selected.

   It must be Boticed that there are no soltttions for7 > 7c rv 2.2. Here Tc is the peak value
of the 7 spectra. Those srnall power law index are corresponding to the mass spectra which may
not recognized as a power law spectra because of the existence of Iarge tails. Considering the fact

that the power law spectra are observed in a criticai coRdition as in }iquid-gas phase transition, the

small T mass spectra which do not have corresponding solution of the perco}ation parameter can
not recognized as a resu}tant fragment mass spectra from a critical condition. On other words, these

small r value may be observed in low energy reaction below the eritical energy at the liquid-gas phase

transition.

   This idea is well celtfirmed in Fig.107. IR Fig.107, correlation between averaged temperature
and r on the angular distributions are plotted. The srnall r region where no percoiation parameter
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solutions exist show a plateau around T rv 4MeV, which may be corresponding to the observed
plateau in the caloric curve. On the other hand, in Iarge 7 region where r can be transformed into
percolation parameter, increasing temperatures can be found as functions of T parameters. It may
be corresponding to the gas region in the caloric curve.

   In Fig.107, only mean values are shown in order to understand the global feature. It is also
possible to make the same figure without averaging on the angler distributions. The corresponding
results are shown in Fig.108. The point to be noticed is that, the expected plateau is also found in
the correlation points. The increasing correlation in the gas region after the boiling point can be also

observed in Fig.108.

   Using Fig.106, it is possible to transform the obtained 7 into the percolation parameters and
corresponding excitation energies for r ) Tc points. However, it is impossible to obtain excitation
energies for 7' < T, points.

   Fig.109 shows the resultant caloric curve. As mentioned above, small T points can not be plotted as

reliable points. On the other hand, all the gas region points are plotted in E/A ) EIA. cy 11.5MeV
region. Here EIA, is the excitation energy corresponding to the boiling point. Because of the
restriction ;

     709o <p< 100 9o olL5MeV<EIA<15.57MeV, (155)
expected points in the caloric curve can not be spread in a wide excited energy range. The points in

the gas points are located in a very concentrated excitation energy region around EIA = 12MeV.
Considering the ambiguity on the transformation between the raw T parameters and the excitation
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law index.

: Caloric curve obtained with the percolation model calculations and experimental power

energy, interpretation of the observed features iR the obtained temperature in terms of caloric curve
should be discussed using raw 7 parameters in stead of excitation energies.

   In Fig.le7 and Fig.108, result of FNAL experiment is also plotted as a reference point. The point

meet with the other many points very wel} as a point in the gas region. Fig.108 shows that all the
points can be located in the plateau region or in the gas region. Therefore, although hole the targets

may not be thermal equilibrated, obtained resu}ts of Fig.108 shows the success of the calorimetry for
the local area of the source nuclear matter.

7.4.4 Interpretation ef the obtained temperature analysis

   There are
caloric curve.

some points which have been declared to be discussed in this chapter using expected

1. Angu}ar distributions

2. Target mass dependences

3. Beam eneygy dependences

4. IMF-multiplicity dependences

As for 1. and 2., they have already partia}}y been dSscussed before. It is because they are strongly
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associated with the collision dynamics rather than the property of the nuclear matter whichis suitable

for being diseussed in Åíhe caloric curve.

7.4.5 Angu}ardistributions

   In the reported caloric eurve figure (Fig.6), fragment emission angle is a hiding dimension. On
other wards, the figRre can be inteTpreted as a pTojected figure lnto the direetion of the emisslon

angle. Considering above features, fol}owing discussion can be accepted.

  1. Small angular dependence of the temperature o in the plateau

  2. Large angular dependence of the temperature <> in the gas region

Above relation can be confirmed in Fig.108. In the p}ateau region, considering system might be
in liquid-gas mixed phase. [[Xhus the equilibrium temperature should be distributed.in a narrow
region around the critical temperature. The small r parameter dependences of the temperature in
the plateau region might be cerresponding to such mixed phase condition. Following reactions are
considered to be in the mixed gas phase.

   e AII the p + Au reactlons for all the IMF-mu}tiplicity and aÅí all the beam energy.

   The Iarge angular dependences of the temperature can be found in Fig.le8 as a long Ieaning 1!nes
in Iarge T region. Tlte lines are not collected as found in the plateau region. It seems to be a explosion

after the boi}ing. There are no reason to collect the lines because of the pressure dependence. If the

time evoiution aÅí a patk in the phase dlagram of the collision were different, resultant eorrelation
between tempeyature and excitation energy could be different. Following reactions can be interpreted

as in such condlt}oR.

e All the p + Tm, Sm, Ag reactions for each IMF-multiplicity and beam energy.

7.4.6 Target mass dependences

   The origin of the target mass dependence may be the geometrical coRdition of the p+A collision
as discussed before. In the previous discussion, angular dependence are ignored for the first order

calcuiation in the section of forming deformed shape nuclear matter. The target mass dependences
can be found more clear}y in Fig.108. As mentioned above, only p + Au reaction are found in the
plateau region. On the other hand, those poinÅís corresponding to other reactions are found in the
gas region. Following fine yelations can be also found.

     T(Au)<T(Tm)<T(Sm)<T(Ag) (156)
Of course there are exception of Eq.156 because of the angular dependences, but Eq.156 can be
accepted as a g}oba} feature. The expected origin of the target mass dependence is the target mass
dependence of the energy density caused by the geometrical dependence. It can also be confirmed
Sn the Fig.108. Siinilar target mass dependence of the T parameeers as Eq.156 can be roughly found
in Fig.108. This fact support the target mass dependent energy density assumption, which used to
t}nderstand the origin of the observed target mass dependence.
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7•4•7 Beamenergydependences

   Beam energy dependences are not clearly observed comparing to other features. It might be
because of the sma}i beam energy dependence on the Buclear stopping power discussed before. The
on}y c}early observed beam energy dependence is the IMF-mu}tiplicity dependence ofthe temperature.
The IMF-mu!tip}icity dependeRce wi}1 be discussed }ater. It is well known that that the beam energy

of Erp = 10GeV is the eritica} energy on the p + A reaction to change the fragment yield angular
distributions. ORe simp}e candidate of the origin for the critical phenomena is the appeatrance of
}iquid-gas phase transition at around Ep =; 10GeV. In order to confirm the assumption, it should be

found that most of those points for 8GeV reactions are in the plateau region, and at the sarne time,
most of those points for l2GeV reactions are in the gas region in the Fig.!08. However, the expected
resu}ts cannot be found in Fig.108. For a example, those points corresponding to the p+ .tlu reaction

at Ep =: 12GeV are found in the plateau region.

7.4.8 IMF-multiplicitydependeRees

   As mentioned in the previous section, the IMF-multip}icity dependeRces seem to be depend on
the beam energy and the target mass. Observed features are fo11owing.

  1. Small IMF-multiplicity dependence o heavy targets, low beam energy
     Au,Tm targets on Ep == l2GeV, and al} target reactions on Ep : 8GeV.

  2. Large IMF-multlplicity dependence <g, light targets, high beam energy
     Sm,Ag targets on Ep = 12GeV

Considering the T distribution found in Fig.108, the above features can be trans}ated as foliowing.

  1. Small IMF-multiplicity dependence <> low excitation energy

  2. Large IMF-muitiplicity dependence e high excitation energy

If there are negative corre}ation between the IMF-multip}icity and the impact parameters of the
collision, }arger energy should be deposited on the target than in the smaller impact parameter
reactioRs. The above observed features show that there are smaller excitation energy dependences
at the }ow excitation energy reactions, and on the other hand, larger excitation energy dependences

are expected for higher excitation energy reactions. This is corresponding to the condition where
the slope of the correlation lines drawn in Fig.I08 should increase as functions of excitation energies.

It has been observed in Fig.I08 as the existence of two phase. The slope of the points existing
region became steep over the criÅíica} point. Therefore, although the or$gin of the IMF-multiplicity

dependence are not c}early understood, it can be consideTed as a phenomena associated with the
change of the correlation between temperature and excitation energy at the critical point.

7.4.9 Meaning of the observed fragment mass spectra

   As mentioned before, fragment mass spectra might be exponential shape if the fragrnentation
is occurred in a thermal equi}ibrated system (Eq.143). Obviously it is contradict with the obtained

mass spectra which show power law distribution. Eq.143 can be roughly re-expressed as following,

     Y(A, Z) r- const. exp (B(AT' Z) )

             ev const exp(BTA) (ls7)
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Here B is the mean nuclear blnding energy per nucleon around the considering mass itumber A.
Therefore, the slope of the mass spectra at each point can be cor}sidered to be associated with the
corresponding temperature ln the power mass spectra. As shown in Fig.110, it is obvious that if the
above assumption is correct, lower temperature should be expected for larger fragment mass numbers.
On other words, heavy fragments might be created in reiatively }ow temperature condition. Al} the
detected fragments can not be recognized as formed in a single equilibrated system. The inconsistency

can clearly understood when Fig.100 and Fig.110 are compared with each other.

   As a result, we can conc}ude that the power law mass spectra migltt be obtained when freeze
out tim!ng of the fragments depended on the fragment binding energies. Larger fragments should
be produced in lower temperature condition, whieh might be appeared in relative}y later timing
stage in a co}lision. It does not imply that the limit temperature of the freeze ottt is depending on

the fragrnent mass, but that the timing wheR most of the coRsidering fragment have produced is
depending on the fragment mass. Therefore, observed power law spectra calt be understood as a
summation of exponential shape mass spectra at each timing.

     Yobserved(A) 'v Ar (l58)                 'v f, oo }'rr eai (t, A) dt (l59)
                           '                 r- f,coexp(-TBiA)))dt (16o)
Here T(t) is the equi}ibrium temperature at the timing t. Yobserved(A) is the resulting mass distribu-
tion which can be determined experimenta}ly. Y,,.t(t,A) is the fragment formation probability at the
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         Figure lil: Fragment mass dependence of the isotope temperature.
Extracted for the FNAL data l18]. The solid line indicates the exponential fitting result.

timing of t. Eq.160 indicates that the observed power law index 7 can be a probe for the distribution

of the temperatures at fragment formation timings.

   The interpretation of the power law mass spectra suggests that the isotope temperatures which
consisted by heavy fragments may extract relative}y lower temperatures thaR that obtained by light
fragments. There are a few experimental data which can be used to check the tendency. Heavy
fragment production cross sections were repoyted by the FNAL experiment l181. They reported the
cross sections of 6-9M,7-i2 Be,iO-i5B,ii-i7C,i3-20 N,i5wwi2 O,i9thi9F. Using above isotope yields,

mass dependence of isotope temperatures can be studied. Doub}e ratio combined with three isotope
yie}ds Y(A, Z), Y(A, Z+1), Y(A, Z+2) are used for the simp}e ca}culation. For this case, temperature

can be obtained as followiRg.

T=
-B(A, Z) + 2B(A, Z + l) - B(A, Z + 2)

(nl
Y A,Z+1 2 w A,Z w A,Z+2

w(A,Z+1) )
(161)

Y A,Z Y A,Z+2

Without any yield correction performed for extracting TLiB,, rnass depending isotope tempeyatures
are obtained as shown in Fig.lll. Here on}y ground states are taken into w. A dependence of the
isotope temperature is expected to be a decreasing function of A, however, it can not be confirmed
in the present results. Further study shou}d be performed in order to examine the assumption.

7.4.10 Time evolutien in the phase diagram

   In the previous section, it is shown that the power law spectra can be understood as the se-
qttentia} fragment formation in a }ate stage of the collision. In this section, the reason why such

phenomena caR be occurred, and why the liquid-gas phase transkion can be observed using fragment
thermometers, is discussed. In Fig.112, expeeted path of in a collision are shown in a phase diagram.
Note that the horizonta} axis is not the nuclear matter density, but the matter density p of the co}-
liding system. Therefore, the path start from the normal nuclear matter point (T, p) == (OMeV, pe),
and end in the free space limit (OMeV, Ofm-3). The time evolutioR can be followed in a path from

right to left direction. The scenario of each path may be different according to their energies. In the

fo}lowings, each scenario are going to be explained.
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Scene

Scene

Scene

I Co}lision to Maxirr}um temperature timiRg

 1. case A. (}ow energy)

   After hitting the target nuc}ei by the incident proton, the system immediately becomes
   at the maximum temperature condition. Because the rnaximum temperature is under the
   critical Åíemperature for a liquid-gas phase transition, Åíhe system may be exists as a normal

   hot nuclear matter.

2. case B. (intermediate energy)

   The system become hot altd the temperature reached to the critical temperature. Af-
   ter reaching the critical temperature around 5MeV, energy may be used to boiiing the
   fragments into free nucleons. Because of the chemical energy, temperature of the system
   cannot become higher. In this energy region, total energy is not suficient to make a}} the

   nuc}eons to be free from the fragments. Therefore, maximum temperature cannot be over
   the critical temperature.

3. case C. (high energy)

   If the system has a suMcient energy, there may be a positive remaining energy after boiling

   the fragments. The remaining energies are used to increase the temperature of the free
   nucleon gas system.

Il Maximum temperature to Li and Be fragments formation

1. case A. (low energy)

   In this case, fragment formation may not occurred by the freeze out of free nucleon gas.
   Fragmentation may be due to cracking of the system with the source expansion. Therefore
   Li and Be fragments which may be used to make a thermometer can not be a proper probe
   for the system ternperature. For such low temperature system, excited state population
   ratio of the fragment may be the best thermometey.

2. case B. (intermediate energy)

   The system is going to be cool in the adiabatic expansion. Whether there exist Li or Be
   fragments at the maximum temperature point or do not, Li and Be fragments are going to
   be formed by the free nucieon gas. Ofcourse, heavier fragments are created, however, the
   most suitable temperature for the heavier fragment creations shou}d be lower than that for

   Li and Be fragments. The observed isotope temperature probes the system temperature
   at this timing.

3. case C. (high energy)

   The free nucleon gas system with high temperaeure are also going to make adiabatic
   expanslon. After the temperature become lower than the critical temperature, fragment
   creation starts. Ragmentation may be started from d,t,3He ,,, and so on. The sequential

   fyagmentation may be same as in the case B. However, the temperature at the timing
   when most of the Li and Be fragments are created, rnay be higher than that for the case
   B. It is because the cooling paÅíh of this case are sÅíarted from much mere high temperature

   poiBts than the critical temperature.

III Sequential fragmentation

1. case A. (low energy)

   In this case, there are no phenomena correspondiRg to the sequeRtial thermal fragmenta-
   tion. There may only expanding group of the cracked fragments.

2. case B. (interrnediate energy)

   Heavier fragrxxents are going to be created sequentially after dominant Li aRd Be frag-
   ments formation timing. Because of the timiRg differences, resultant mass spectra may be
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  integrated spectra of the mass spectra at each timing. The s}ope of the mass spectra are
  roughly corresponding to the temperature at the freeze out timing.

3. case C. (high energy)

  Resultant phenomena may be same as in the case B. The differeRce is the systern tem-
  perature at the fragment freeze out timing. Because of the relativeiy higher temperatures
  than that for the case B., resultant mass spectra should have steeper slopes.

   In Fig.l12, observed relation between isotope temperatures and T parameters can be understood.
What should be noticed is that, the isotope temperature which have been estimated using the Li
and Be fragment yields is different from the maximum temperatllre of the collision. In order to
confirm that the fragment chemicai thermometers can be a probe for the liquid-gas phase transition
at the timing ofma[ximum temperature condition, the environment temperature at when most ofthe
considering fragments are pToduced, should be dependent on the col}ision energy. If the fragmentation

were oecurred at a freeze out temperature independent on the system energy, there might be observed
only constant isotope temperatures. The path difference drawn in Fig.112 can be a candidate for the

explanation of the observed liquid-gas phase transition in ca}oric curve.

7.4.11 Understanding sideward peaking phenomena in the phase diagram

   Fig.112 is shewn as a trace of time evolution in a collision. It can be understood as that of local

systern in the colliding system. It means that in one collision, the expected path can be depeRdent on

the local area in the col}iding system. It is natural that the central region close to the incident proton

penetrating path shou}d be in high energy system. On the other hand, relatively low energy path
may be the correct time evolution path for the nuclear matter in the sideward region. The angular
dependence of observed T parameter clearly shows the angular dependence of the time evo}ution
path. Considering the fol}owing relation;

e High energy path <> sÅíeep slope mass spectra

  => smal} heavy fragment production

e Low energy path <=> slow slope mass spectra
  => Iarge heavy fragment productloR

Therefore, sideward region can produce rr}ore fragments than high energy regioR. This can be a
candidate for the origln of the sideward peaking. Note that this idea is similar but different from the

idea discussed in the previous section of thermal fragmentation. The observed temperakires and free

nucleon densities are not same as that at the timing, when most of heavy fragments are produced
after rnost of Li and Be fragment have been created. In this case, fragment density should be
calculated using the temperature and free Bucleon densities at the timing when most of the fragment

are produced.

8 Conclusions

       The first experimeRt (E337) on the target mu}tifragmentation reactlon was performed at
KEK-PS EPIB primary beam line iR 1996 using 12-GeV proton beam. Four targets (go}d, thulium,
samarium, silver) were used. The second experiment (E393) was perforrned at KEK-PS PI prirnary
beam line in 1997 using 8-GeV proton beam. 'I['hree targets (gold, samarium, silver) were used.

   Produced intermediate mass fragments (IMFs; 3 S Z S 25) were detected by the Bragg-Curve
Counters. Kinetic energy and charge numbers were determined for all the detected IMFs. In addition,
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mass separation for lithium and beryllium fragments were performed. 6,7,8,9Li and 7,9,iOBe have been

identified. Emission angle dependences, target mass depeRdences, IMF-mu}tiplicity dependences on
the detected fragment energy spectra have been obtained using the 37-channel BCC array. The total
acceptance ofthe 37ch-BCC array is about 209o of47r solid angle. Inplane emission angle dependences

have been measured with l2 BCCs located at the angular step of 2eO from 300 to 1500.

   Resukant angular distribution of the fragment yield have anisotropic sideward yield enhancement.

In order to study the component of the sideward enhancement, obtained energy spectra have been
studied with deformed moving source model, which inc}udes the component of sideward enhancemaent.
All the obtained energy spectra can be we}l described in this model. Although the deformed moving
source model was introduced phenomeno}ogically, the success of the mode} fitting shows that the
fragment source have deforrned fragment production probabilities. Obtained conclusions in the energy
spectra analysis are;

e C}ear sideward peaking towaJvds 700 was conflrmed for all the reactions.

e Small IMF-mu}tiplicity dependences were ebserved on the sideward enhancement.

e Target mass dependences of the coulomb energy shift and fragment mass distributions were
  observed.

e There must be formation ofa geometrically deformed nuclear matter, or, non-uniform fragment
  density at the freeze out timing.

There were small possibilities of considering dynamical effects 1!ke shock wave phenomena for the
origin of the sideward peaking. In addition to the charge separation, mass separation for lithium
and beryllium fragments were performed. Main motivation of the isotope separation was the study
on the chemical freeze out temperature using the isotope yie!d ratio. Isotope yie!d ratios were
stttdied for each inplane ang}es, theR angu}ar distributions of the isotope temperature were obtained.

Obtained freeze out temperatures had U-Shaped angular distributions, which might be associated
with the sideward fragment emission yield enhancement. Interesting temperature behaviors were a}so
obtained, which could be associated with the nuc}ear matter boiling. The isotope separation brought

us a strong tool to probe the collision dynamics and the nuclear matter property at the same time.
Resu}tant conclusions from the temperature analysis is listed as fo}lowing.

e Fragment emission ang}e dependence on the isotope temperature was obtained for the first
  time.

e U-Shaped angular dependences on the temperature were obseTved.

e The fragmentation timing shouid be earlier than that of the tota} therma} equi}ibrium.

   In addition to the freeze out temperature, free proton and neutron densities at the freeze out
timing have been determined. The obtained free nucleon densities have very sma}1 absolute value. It
is an open quesÅíion why the obtained free ngc}eon densities kad such small va}ues. Resultant angu}ar

dependence on the free nucleon densities shows similar as on the temperature. U-Shaped angular
distributions were also seen. 'I['he density aBalysis leads to the following eoRclusions.

e U-Shaped angular dependence of Åíhe free nucleon densities were observed.

e Clear positive correlation between the temperatures and the free nucleon densities weTe ob-
  served.
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e Very small absolute va}ues of the obtained free nucleon densities were obtained.

   Observed beam energy dependences, IMF-multiplicity dependences, target mass de'pelldences,
and fragment emission angle dependences can be understood in the nuc}ear caloric curve and the
geometrical coRdition of the collision. Non-uniform time evolution of the source nuc}ear matter
around the critica} point of the nuciear liquid-gas phase transition can explain most of the obtained

phenomena. There conclusions are summarized as;

e Observed results on the nuclear ca}orimetry can be
  point of the nuclear }iquid-gas phase transition.

ilnderstood as phenomena around t}ie critical

e Excitation energy dlfference on the different reglon of the expandlng seurce matter must be the

  origin of the sideward peaking. •
   Existence of the non-uniform source matter formation were confirmed. The origin of the sideward
peaking of the fragments have been understood at the sarne time. Hoxvever, quantitative understand-
ing on how to produce the non-uRiform remnant rr}atter has not been clear yet. Explanation of the
deformed matter formation is an interesting theoretical subject. Complete tmderstanding on the GeV
proton induced target multifragmentation reaction, from the coilision dynamlcs to the fragmentation,

demands further experimental and theoretical investigations.
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Figure 113: Fitting results of 6Li energy spectya with the deformed moving source model. inclusive

spectra ebtained in E393 with the data of PIO gas mode aRd of CF4 gas mode are summed. Cross
hatched area are correspondiltg to the side-ward component.

Li Li

Au Sm Ag Au Sm Ag
No 3120 2104 1888 30113 7478 5929

T 18.61 10.84 ll.24 11.02 9.80 9.90

fi•10 O.351 O.407 O.368 e.6so O.737 O.947

B 19.18 17.09 13.82 28.98 23.90 22.16

Bc 28.93 20.39 l4.93 40.00 37.80 52.85

N 3672 2716 2963 37587 I0387 7475

a 37.57 43.67 40.91 36.81 43.51 44.19
e 61.35 68.2Jr 61.81 67.5! 75.69 83.36

X /n 18.00 22.94 36.72 21.68 32.00 57.32

Table 19: Fitting parameters obtained in deformed moving source model fitting for the inc}usive spec-
tra of 6Li and 7Li fragments (E393). No and Nf are listed in arbitrary unit. T(MeV),B(MeV) and
Bc(MeV) are the spectra shape parameters. af(deg.) and ef(deg.) are the anisotropic parameters.
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     Energy Spectra of 7Be
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Figure 117: Same figure for 7Be
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Li Li

Au Sm Ag Au Sm Ag
No 60551 32545 1997 15214 9367 1487

T 7.71 6.85 10.53 8.33 6.89 8.31

P•10 O.378 O.500 O.665 O.253 O.304 O.271

B 31.59 31.30 18.95 31.48 30.05 25.57

Bc 32.39 32.82 46.45 31.85 28.63 36.30

Nf 74784 39773 l799 24221 19272 3449

a 36.05 34.55 32.72 32.53 33.54 35.47
e 36.71 35.20 30,OO 36.40 28.33 20.95

x ln l8.51 23.49 22.52 14.21 20.84 ll.55

Tab}e 20: Fitting parameter$ obtained in deformed
spectra of 8M and 9Li fragments (E393).

movmg sourcemodel fitting Åíor the inc}usive

Be Be Be
Au Sm Ag Au Sm Ag Au Sm Ag

No 3120 203 321 4335 943 672 2927 2595 573

T 18.61 22.66 18.49 13.41 ll.89 12.53 15.86 ll.45 l3.57

fi•10 O.351 1.245 O.898 O.423 O.660 O.586 O.681 O.865 O.858

B 19.18 19.31 14.65 25.18 20.65 16.54 26.13 30.73 l3.72

Bc 28.93 42.41 22.36 28.42 26.76 IZ59 38.40 50.22 26.90

N 3672 169 261 4333 1058 748 6195 4151 391

a 37.57 31.62 34.13 30.39 41.84 38.63 53.26 59.27 49.96
ef 61.35 65.77 61.05 62.03 65.38 60.05 45.91 38.52 36.47

x ln 4.32 4.45 9.79 14.80 14.73 19.88 16.55 15.67 l3.61

Table 21: Fitting parameters obta}ned in
spectra of Be fragments (E393).

deformed    .movlng source mode} fitting for the inclusive

Li Li

Au Sm Ag Au Sm Ag
(M2)Ne 868 382 422 8703 l235 3620
(M2)Nf 74e 225 251 9124 1044 2682

xln 5.87 5.92 19.i5 26.03 22.37 25.07

(M3)Ne 84.9 24.5 IZ5 822 79.1 141

(M3)N 54.6 lL2 8.97 665 61.6 122

X/n 1.88 i.74 3.04 2.76 2.58 2.19

']]abie 22: Fitting parameters obtained in deformed
multiplicity spectra of 6Li and 7Li fragments (E393)

moving source model fitting for the high IMF-
. No and IVf are listed in arbitrary unit.
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Li Li

Au Sm Ag Au Sm Ag
(M2)No 1533I 5348 503 4105 1537 2e6

(M2)N 19459 3119 457 5798 1965 357

xln 22.09 5.58 6.34 5.67 4.77 3.76

(M3)No 1466 367 20.2 377 54.9 6.59

(M3)N 1773 121 17.8 577 i70 10.i

xln 3.88 1.46 1.09 l.56 2.38 2.32

Table 23: Fitting parameters obtained in deformed movii}g source mo
multiplicity spectra of 8Li and 9Li fragments (E393).

del fitting for the high IMF-

Be Be Be
Au Sm Ag Au Sm Ag Au Sm Ag

(M2)Ne 499 24.5 38D 1050 159 i40 727 425 100

(M2)N 501 13.5 33.4 965 137 67.0 1625 368 68.1

xln 2.49 2.64 2.55 i3.55 4.29 12.26 4.02 4.03 3,33

(M3)No 37.8 1.39 1.59 96.7 9.33 5.47 69.6 25.1 3.29

(M3)N 44.0 1.35 O.96 8!.4 8.52 2.68 109 19.1 3.93

xln 2.29 1.06 O.85 2.12 O.85 1.23 2.33 l.26 1.51

Table 24: Fitting parameters obtained in deformed moving source model fitting for
multiplicity spectra of Be fragments (E393).

the high IMF-

Li Li

Au Tm Sm Ag Au Tm Sm Ag
(Inc.)No 56.e8 l16.03 140.72 91.71 699.22 940.76 612.60 235.73
(Inc.)N1 75.91 103.1! 287.68 140.53 690.71 l216.68 767.30 472.35

X!n 14.99 595 16.34 4.952 36.73 29.e4 229.78 10.ll

(M2)No 22.52 29.li 21.28 21.41 254.45 223.47 85.07 55.61

(M2)N 24.95 33.50 55.47 42.82 229.52 353.75 144.15 154.79

X/n 4.05 5.38 i2.71 193 3.l5 8.26 45.38 3.28

(M3)No 2.32 2.39 1.44 2.33 26.86 19.35 4.97 7.40

(M3)Nf 3.59 3.88 3.59 5.66 30.H 39.24 11.e8 1623
xln 1.73 2.67 2.93 2.32 2.83 2.64 5.68 i.21

Table 25: FittiRg parameters obtained in d
of6Li and 7Li fragments (E337)•

eformed moving source model fitting for the energy spectra
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Li Li

Au Tm Sm Ag Att Tm Sm Ag
(Inc.)No l425.02 1915A9 2623.76 85.29 330.91 581.88 1120.34 70.91
(Jnc.)Nf 600.57 672.88 1227.50 21.86 242.74 332.44 491.80 71.43

xln 9.14 21.32 58.30 16.25 29.47 9.16 23.40 6.05

(M2)No 525.38 455.00 382.24 21.89 l30.88 150.62 162.68 18.06

(M2)N 266.7 271.l6 296.81 8.29 86.28 62.33 112.42 3e.52

X/n 8.57 10.85 l9.50 6.36 5.22 5.48 4.96 2.68

(M3)No 54.98 44.e2 24.75 2.42 17.45 16.14 15.28 5.23

(M3)Nf 41.36 28.53 20.99 2.27 O.974 6.76 4.91 -e.335

X/n 3.94 2.36 1.99 1.18 1.42 e.93 O.57 O.53

']I]able 26: Fitting parameters obtained in deformed moving source mode} fittiRg for the energy spectra
of 8Li and 9 fragments (E337).

Be Be
Au Trn Sm Ag Au Tm Sm Ag

(Inc.)No 33.37 61.63 l5.04 14.80 87.80 141.91 77.62 32.i2
(Jnc.)N 24.47 47.el 8.81 7.85 92.86 130.69 l12.91 30.09

xln 9.99 3.37 9.79 2.28 11.IO 31.e2 24.97 3.71

(M2)No 13.72 16.53 2.33 4.45 29.15 29.29 9.91 7.85

(M2)N 8.23 14.72 l.74 1.61 29.58 33.45 17.25 8.23

xln 1.57 1.53 2.21 1.85 11.78 16.84 8.48 3.63

(M3)No 1.600 l.864 O.2204 O.4143 3.425 2.361 e.5748 1.078i

(M3)Nf 1.l708 1.0048 O.0697 O.46802 2.0492 2.9556 1.2144 1.0689

xln 1.31 O.81 O.29 O.69 4.83 3.81 1.61 1.34

Table 27: Fitting parameters obtained in deformed moving source model fitting for the energy spectra
of 7Be and 9Be fragments (E337).

Be
Au Tm Sm Ag

(fnc.)Ne 71.04 86.14 255.16 23.64

(Inc.)N ll3.43 ll3.00 95.87 12.42

xln 6.32 4.15 15.18 2.74

(M2)No 23.46 15.86 32.38 7.04

(M2)N 35.i9 41.46 23.87 O.145

xln 6.81 3.29 5.59 2.33

(M3)Ne 2.1695 1.2265 1.6929 O.7384

(M3)Nf 5.0451 4.5776 3.1624 O.17614

xln 1.84 1.87 2.29 1.22

Table 28: Fitting parameters obtained in deformed moving source model fitting for the energy spectra

of 10Be fragments (E337)•
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